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Abstract
The Parent and Child Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (PCUAV) is the second project to origi-
nate from the MIT / Draper Technology Development Partnership, which aims to develop
first-of-a-kind systems. The PCUAV proposes a low-cost solution to long distance close-
up observation, using the cooperative action of a fleet of small UAVs. The project team
will prove the potential of the system by demonstrating key enablers such as autonomous
air rendezvous.
This thesis presents the design of the project's vehicles, namely the Mini and Parent vehi-
cles, and the Avionics Testbed Airplane. The avionics architecture is discussed including a
detailed description of its components and their selection. The approach to obtain reliable
estimates of aircraft attitude using low-cost gyroscopes is introduced. The planning and
execution of several flight tests is presented.
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1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
The Parent and Child Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (PCUAV) is a research project at MIT,
funded by the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory. In 1996, the Draper Laboratory and the
MIT Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics formed a Technology Development
Partnership. The goal of this partnership is to provide an opportunity for graduate students
to design a complex system, using cutting-edge technology and also having the students
benefit from team project experience. Combining MIT and Draper Laboratory staff and
facilities allows first-of-a-kind system design which is of national interest, has an inte-
grated design, and merges current and future technologies.
The PCUAV project work has been spread over the past three years, from Fall 1998 to
Summer 2001. During Year One the students evaluated market needs and assessed the
national armed force interests. The concept of "Up-close aerial surveillance from long dis-
tance at low altitude" emerged as a salient need. In 1998, the only operative means to
respond to this demand was the use of satellite imaging or full-scale reconnaissance air-
craft, neither of which yields up-close surveillance and both of which are quite expensive.
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The team chose to provide an alternative solution to up-close surveillance by employ-
ing low-cost assets. The recent developments of Micro Autonomous Vehicles (MAVs) and
their associated low detectability makes them ideal vehicles to perform this type of sur-
veillance mission. This introduces the idea of a fleet of UAVs of different sizes, which
operate cooperatively. The concept was named Parent and Child Unmanned Aerial Vehi-
cle. A large vehicle is used as a carrier for the smaller vehicles, and also to provide a com-
munication link between a ground operator and the fleet of UAVs. Figure 1.1 shows how
the system is deployed to perform its mission.
50-200 km
Minis
SMicrosT
Figure 1.1 Distance Surveillance Using Multiple UAVs
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The system has the following characteristics:
* The fleet leaves the base and flies to the mission site autonomously.
* It provides its own communication infrastructure.
* The system supports itself to achieve sustained surveillance.
* Once the mission is completed, the Parent and Children (Minis) reintegrate and
return to base as one unit.
1.2 Thesis Overview
The objectives of this thesis are to describe the top-level aspects of the system, to summa-
rize the author's work within the project, and to report on the lessons learned during his
tenure on the project. Since PCUAV is a team project, this thesis will regularly refer to the
work done by other team members. The author's main contribution has been to lead the
team effort. Other contributions were the development and design of the Parent, Mini and
Avionics Testbed Airplane (ATA) vehicles. In addition, he assisted with the development
of the flight control avionics architecture and the estimation algorithm for the vehicle's
attitude.
More explicitly, Chapter 2 delivers a top-level discussion of the PCUAV system, cov-
ering its requirements and capabilities.
Chapter 3 introduces the vehicles used in the project: the Mini, the Parent, the ATA,
and a trainer airplane. It discusses structural and aerodynamic analyses focusing on the
pecularities of each airplane's configuration, and includes wind tunnel test results.
Chapter 4 covers the avionics architecture used to provide autonomous flight of the
project's vehicles. It introduces the avionics components and their functions in the system.
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Chapter 5 discusses the approach used to estimate the aircraft attitude, which is
required by the control systems of all of the vehicles. It shows how simple, low-cost rate
gyroscopes were successfully employed to obtain dependable attitude estimates.
Finally, Chapter 6 covers the flight tests performed by the team. It shows how in-flight
experiments to demonstrate PCUAV's objectives were planned and completed.
Chapter
2
PCUAV System
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter presents a top-level discussion of the PCUAV project. First, the PCUAV
concept, requirements, missions and concept evolution are discussed. Reintegration is
emphasized as the key enabler of the system. Finally, the area of interest the team decided
to focus on to demonstrate the concept is covered.
2.2 Concept Elaboration
The PCUAV concept was born three years ago, proposing a solution to the following
need:
"Perform real-time and continuous up-close surveillance, from a long distance, of a low
altitude cluttered environment, using low-cost assets."
The proposed concept is a fleet of UAVs organized in a three-tiered structure. This
choice of organization was motivated by the following arguments:
* Small vehicles (micros) can operate close to the point of interest and be purchased
and operated at low-cost. Such vehicles have been developed and are on the market.
* A large vehicle (Parent) enables long range travel and communication, two valuable
attributes that small vehicles lack.
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* Mid sized vehicles (Minis) provide the intermediate link between Parent and micros.
* The system is modular and can be configured for a broad range of missions.
The baseline concept is a Parent Vehicle that can carry two mini vehicles and four Micro
Autonomous Vehicles (MAV), or a payload of sensors for delivery to the ground.
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3
Figure 2.1 Three-tiered PCUAV Concept
2.3 Requirements
During Year One of the project, the market needs were evaluated and the following
requirements were derived. These top-level requirements guided the work of the team
members and the design throughout the PCUAV development process:
* Observation range of 50-200 miles
* Provide data for targeting and battle damage assessment
* Provide data for real-time reconnaissance/surveillance
* Accurately deploy sensor packages for delivery to the ground
* Capable of real-time tracking (1 fps) of moving objects
* Low-cost
The team also derived requirements specific to selection of a three-tiered configura-
tion:
* Transport the Minis and MAVs
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* Capable of refueling and retrieving Mini vehicles
* Carry a wide variety of payloads such as MAVs, Microrovers and sensors.
2.4 Importance of Reintegration
Reintegration of the Mini Vehicle with the Parent is one of the main tasks tackled by the
PCUAV team. This capability enables retrieval of valuable samples or data from the sur-
veillance site. Also, it makes the Mini a reusable vehicle. Most importantly, it extends the
mission time since the Mini does not have to cruise back to base. By replenishing the
Mini's fuel supply, the system is able to provide continuous surveillance, extending
Mini's endurance from a one hour to several hours using a single parent and to several
days using multiple parents.
The work of reintegration was broken down into three main phases. Figure 2.2 illus-
trates the different phases. During Phase I the mini flies from a random position (a) to a
desired position (b). Phase II is the endgame engagement, during which the Mini Vehicle
will maneuver from position (b) to make physical contact with the Parent. During Phase
III the Mini Vehicle will be pulled in and secured to the Parent.
lase II
Phase I
Phase III
(a)
Figure 2.2 Reintegration Phases
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2.5 Missions
The system is flexible and can perform a wide variety of missions, such as deploying dif-
ferent sensors, and/or observing different target zones. Figure 2.3 shows an example mis-
sion where the system performs continuous surveillance on eight different targets in an
area two kilometers in diameter.
Continuous
communication - Parent
buhndmo v I traiectory
\ Minij
\trajectories
N )
Parent loitering,
communication and
Cruise out (50-200 miles) refueling Cruise back
off Minis loitering Land
Top view of mission site
Figure 2.3 Mission Example
In this example, four Parents are required to carry the eight Minis to the mission site.
Once on site only two Parent vehicles are needed to service communication and refueling.
The two remaining Parents return to base and come back only to take over from the two
on-site Parents when they have expended their fuel reserve. This demonstrates how the
system can provide continuous and real-time imaging of multiple targets using inexpen-
sive assets.
2.6 Vehicle Concept Evolutions
Over the three years of the project, the concepts for each tier have evolved into very differ-
ent designs. The configuration of the Parent Vehicle and the placement of the Minis had to
be evaluated considering some important criteria:
* Aerodynamic interference.
* CG displacement on deployment.
Take
t
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* Trim capability to compensate for the CG shifts.
* Possibility of collisions on deployment/reintegration.
During Year One of effort a trade study between three different ideas, presented in fig-
ures 2.4a, 2.4b and 2.4c was performed. In addition, separate research [3] performed con-
ceptual analysis for Mini and Parent vehicles which led to even more Mini-Parent
combined configurations.
In Year Two, a variation of concept lb was selected for further study. An aerodynamic
study was conducted to minimize the flow perturbation by the mini on the parent wing.
The Mini design was elaborated and frozen as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
Finally, in Year Three of the project, an Outboard Horizontal Stabilizer (OHS) config-
uration was selected for the parent, and the mini design remained unchanged. More details
on this choice of configuration can be found in section 3.3.
B)
First Year Concepts
Second Year Concept T
Figure 2.4 PCUAV Concept Evolution
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2.7 System Architecture and Key Technology Demonstra-
tions
Designing, building and demonstrating all the capabilities of the system to an operational
level, using a fleet of vehicles, requires a significant amount of time and resources. Since
the PCUAV project was limited in both time and resources, it was decided early in the
program to demonstrate only the key technologies. This approach introduces the notion of
"objective vehicles" which will be designed but not built, and "demonstration vehicles"
which will be used to demonstrate the key enablers of the system. Figure 2.5 shows the
top-level architecture of the system. Physical entities are represented by ovals, and the
functions they perform by rectangular boxes.
Figure 2.5 Top Level Architecture
Shading in Figure 2.5 represents the tasks to be demonstrated and the physical entities
needed for the demonstrations. Over Year Two and Three of the project, the team
attempted to demonstrate the following tasks of the system:
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* Video surveillance through wireless networking
* Coordination Planning and Information (this task was tackled during Year Two only)
* Deployment of the Mini Vehicle
* Deployment of payload, using Payload Delivery Vehicle achieving a 10m accuracy
* Communication network between sensors, Mini, Parent, and ground user
* Integration of other Draper work, sensor deployment, MAV
* Perform reintegration phases I, II and III
* Attempt to do sensor retrieval, using reintegration technology
2.8 Summary
This chapter covered the PCUAV concept and its key aspects. The background for the
project, evolution of concepts, and a list of top level requirements were also discussed.
Finally, the demonstration objectives that led the work of the team were presented.
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Chapter
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Vehicles
3.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter describes the vehicles that are being used to demonstrate the key technolo-
gies of the project. These are: the Mini, the Parent, the Avionics Testbed Airplane (ATA),
and a trainer. Table 3.1 presents some important parameters of each airplane:
Table 3.1 Project Demonstration Airplanes
Empty Weight W/S (1) span T/W (2)
Aircraft (lb.) (oz./ft.2 ) (inches)
Parent 34 21.9 168 0.62
Mini 14 38.5 86 0.57
ATA 11 28.3 69 0.72
ATA II (3) 9 19.7 81 0.89
Trainer 4.6 18.0 59 1.03
(1) Wing loading is the ratio of weight over wing area
(2) Thrust to weight ratio
(3) A second version of the ATA was built during Year Three, see section 3.4
3.2 Mini Vehicle
The Mini was the first PCUAV vehicle to be designed and built. It was designed and built
during the second year of the project. The first prototype was destroyed in an accidental
fire in the Wright Brother's Wind Tunnel Building (WBWT) in March 2000. A second
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version of the vehicle was built, with some minor design modifications. For the second
prototype, the dimensions were scaled up by 25% to accomodate the increased weight of
the avionics, which had doubled during the first year. This prototype is sometimes referred
as the New Generation Mini (NGM). This section will present the design of the NGM.
3.2.1 Requirements
Based on the mission requirements the Mini has to sastify the following system require-
ments:
* Provide a communication relay between the parent and the ground units
* Perform remote video surveillance
* Perform reintegration with the Parent
* Retrieve sensors from the ground
* Perform missions autonomously
3.2.2 Design Features
These requirements led to a design having the following important features:
* Pusher configuration; which allows reintegration with the parent.
* Direct side force and lift control surfaces; to simplify the control problem by allow-
ing the airplane to translate up or down and sideways without performing rotations
* Optical guidance system for the endgame of reintegration
The avionics architecture, which is peculiar to the Mini Vehicle, is covered in detail in
Chapter 4.
Table 3.2 Mini Vehicle Characteristics
Empty Weight 13.5 lb. Main Aerodynamic Chord 9.75 inches
Payload Weight 2.2 lb. Wing Span 86 inches
Airfoil GM-15 Length 51 inches
Wingtip type Hoerner Payload Bay Dimension 7X7X14 inches
Dihedral 4 degree Engine OS 0.61in 3 FX
Tail Volume 0.44 Tail Surface 174 in2
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Orthogonal views are included in Appendix A
egmne
Figure 3.1 Mini Direct Lift and Side Force Controls
3.2.3 Structure
The wing has a wooden skin with a foam core. The fuselage is of plywood, balsa, and
foam construction. The tail has a balsa rib construction and the tail booms are made of car-
bon fiber rods. There are a few other aspects of the aircraft structure that need to be noted.
First, due to the pusher configuration and the engine being behind the wing, it is difficult
to bring the center of gravity forward without adding extra weight. It is crucial that the tail
be as light as possible. Second, the empty weight of the airplane on completion was too
heavy. During later flight tests it became clear that wing loading was very crucial for
safety during landing and takeoff. Table 3.1 shows a 75% higher wing loading for the
Mini compared to the other airplanes. After the team gained experience in flight tests, it
was judged that the Mini's wing loading had to be reduced to ensure safe takeoff and land-
ing. Consequently, a weight reduction of three to four pounds is recommended for future
Minis. At the time of writing, team member Jason Kepler has undertaken the construction
of a new Mini.
3.2.4 Control System
The airplane uses an array of sensors to gather information and achieve autonomous flight.
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These include small gyroscopes, a three-axis accelerometer, airspeed and static pressure
sensors, a GPS receiver, and two mini video cameras. The choice of specific components
is explained in Chapter 4.
The development of the control system of the Mini Vehicle was done by Sanghyuk
Park and more information can be found in [3]. A six-degrees of freedom model and sim-
ulation was used to design and validate the controller. As a first step, a model of the air-
plane was built using AVL (Athena Vortex Lattice).
In order to refine the model and improve the controller design, wind tunnel testing was
done. The results were used to verify and correct the AVL model. This design process is
illustrated in Figure 3.2. The accuracy of the aerodynamic model was critical since the
control system design was based on it. The wind tunnel session was also useful to correct
the AVL coefficients for the other airplanes, which all operate at a similar Reynolds num-
ber. Otherwise a considerable amount of resources would have been spent on wind tunnel
testing for each airplane.
Matlab/Simulink
Stool Equation of Airplane ControllerDesign t Motion Model '> Controller
Criteria Sool DesignSolver
Figure 3.2 Controller Design Process
3.2.5 Wind Tunnel Testing
3.2.5.1 Motivation
As stated in the previous section, the controller design relied on the accuracy of the air-
plane model. The wind tunnel testing was done to verify the aerodynamic coefficients
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from the aerodynamic model. The wind tunnel results provided the aerodyamic coeffi-
cients for the Mini.
Figure 3.3 Model and PCUAV 2 nd year team inside the Wright Brother Wind Tunnel
The Parent Vehicle and ATA also use autopilots and consequently, these two vehicles
also required a controller design and an aerodynamic model. The results of the Mini wind
tunnel tests were used to obtain corrections to the AVL coefficients. These corrections
combined with AVL results provided better models for the Parent and ATA. This method
saves the considerable amount of effort and time as compared to building a wind tunnel
model and performing tests.
3.2.5.2 Test Performed
The goal was to evaluate the stability and control derivatives of the airplane. The condi-
tions chosen were around the reintegration speed of 20 m/s, and all of the tests were con-
ducted at a Reynolds Number of 300,000. Using the six axis balance of the Wright Brother
Wind Tunnel, it was possible to measure the effect on the aerodynamic forces and
moments of the following independent parameters:
* angle of attack (Ca)
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sIdeshp angle (~ )
elevator deflectton (8e )
rudder deflectton (8r )
sIde force control surface deflectton (8s )
aIleron deflectton (8a)
The balance allows measurement of SIX forces and moments whIle varyIng the angle
of attack and the sIdeshp angle (a. and ~ sweeps) The control surface deflecttons were
controlled from the the wmd tunnel control room ThIs was achIeved usmg two smgle
board computers to mterface the servos RC receIvers and the control room computer
Bemg able to accurately vary control surface deflecttons remotely and WIthout stoppIng
the WInd tunnel saved a lot of ttme It allowed performance of a total of twenty eIght runs
m eIght hours of wmd tunnel operatton Important prehmmary steps before data acquIsI
tton were the wmd tunnel balance cahbratton and the cahbratton of control surfaces
3 2 5 3 Results
A hstmg ofthe twenty eIght wmd tunnel runs can be found m AppendIX C FIgure 3 4 pre
sents the 10ngItudmal coefficIents for an a sweep Note on thIs figure that the pItchmg
moment coefficIent IS referenced to 330/0 of the Mam AerodynamIc Chord (MAC) Table
3 3 contrasts the dIfferences between the AVL results and the wmd tunnel results [3]
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Figure 3.4 Wind Tunnel Results
Table 3.3 Wind tunnel and AVL coefficients comparison
0.45
CD
0.35
0.25
0.15
0.05
-0.05
-0.15
CLS CY 8 Cn CLf CMR Cy5 8q
AVL 0.745 0.183 -0.063 2.06 -0.183 0.183
Wind Tunnel 0.20 0.206 -0.061 1.73 -0.120 0.110
Cn8, C181 Cn s C18
AVL 0.00 -0.458 0.0057 -0.0057
Wind Tunnel 0.00 -0.231 0.000 -0.003
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The dIfferences between the AVL and wInd tunnel results are due to two mam factors
FITst the fuselage IS modeled by two flat plates m AVL winch do not create a wake equal
to a real three dtrnensl0nal fuselage ThIS wake dIsturbs the flow at the tad Second the
AVL method does not mclude a boundary layer model Smce the tests are performed at a
relatIvely low Reynolds number a relatIvely thIck boundary layer wIll decrease the effi
clency of control surfaces The lower efficIency of the control surfaces IS shown m Table
3 3 For example the pItch autonthy of the elevator(CM ) and the roll authonty of theBe
atlerons C1 are both lower than predIcted by the AVL modelBa
3 3 Parent VehIcle
The concept of the parent changed consIderably dunng the three years of the project as
shown m SectIon 2 6 The Parent demonstratIon velncle fmal deSIgn was deCIded on dur
mg Year Three of the project Tins sectIon dIscusses trnportant aspects of the Parent Vein
cle deSIgn
3 3 1 ReqUIrements
3 3 1 1 ObjectIve VehIcle
ThIS vehIcle IS a conceptural deSIgn winch IS capable of performmg all the functIons of
TIer 1 of the PCUAV system Its purpose IS to help Illustrate the mtended functIonahty of
the full PCUAV system Expenence acquITed m the development of the demonstratIon
vehIcles should be useful m creatmg an operatIonal velncle Refemng to FIgure 2 5 the
follOWIng requITements were denved speCIfically for the objectIve vehIcle
Carry two rntms and four sensor/rntcro velncles to mISSIon sIte
Range of 50 200 rntles
CommunIcatIon relay between remote user and PCUAV system
Perform MInI refuehng and retneval
Perform VIdeo surveIllance
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3.3.1.2 Demonstration Vehicle
Since the project focuses on demonstrating only some key aspects of the whole system,
the demonstration vehicle was built with the following requirements:
* Deploy and Retrieve one Mini demonstration vehicle
* Deploy one Payload Delivery Vehicle
* Endurance of 30-45 minutes
* Communication relay between remote user and system
* Video surveillance
* Easily transported in minivan
The rest of section 3.3 will focus on the demonstration vehicle. In order to transport
the Parent to the testing sites easily, it needs to be broken down into pieces that are small
enough to fit in a minivan. This requirement was a big driver in the structural design of the
vehicle.
3.3.2 Configuration
The configuration selected was an Outboard Horizontal Stabilizer airplane (OHS). Much
of the design was based on work previously done at the University of Calgary [1], [2]. The
main reason this special configuration was chosen is to clear the center of the airplane to
perform the rendezvous with the Mini airplane. This is pictured in Figure 3.5. Choosing
the OHS configuration involved a lot of considerations regarding aerodynamics and struc-
ture that are different from the conventional configurations. This will be covered in sec-
tions 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. Table 3.4 shows the main characteristics of the demonstration
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airplane.
Table 3.4 OHS Parent Vehicle Characteristics
Empty Weight 34 lb. Main Aero. Chord 21.25 inches
Payload Weight up to 20 lb. Wing Span 168 inches
Airfoil NACA 2412 Length 90 inches
Wingtip Hoerner Payload Bay Dim. 10X10X24 inches
Dihedral 20 Engine OS 1.60in3 FX
Tail Volume 0.71 Tail surface 774 in 2
'IL'
LL~lU
Figure 3.5 Reintegration Configuration Front View
Orthogonal views with more details are included in Appendix A
3.3.3 Aerodynamics
Although the OSH configuration was not chosen for its aerodynamic advantages, in order
to design such an airplane, it is important to conduct a careful aerodynamic analysis. An
aerodynamic model was built using AVL and improved using corrections derived from
comparing AVL and wind tunnels results for the Mini. This section will discuss the down-
wash at the tail and its implications on stability, trim conditions and aerodynamic loads.
Those are the main points that confer uniqueness to the OHS.
The first step was to characterize the downwash flow fields at the tail; this was done
using equations from references [1] and [2]. Figure 3.6 shows the downwash spanwise
distribution. It was computed from equation (3.5):
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(3.5)
w 4CLw I
U AR (I - (4/n 
_ Y)2
where w is the perturbed upward velocity, U is the forward velocity, AR is the wing
aspect ration, CL, is the lift coefficient on the wing, and Y is the spanwise distance from
the root.
The results presented by Figure 3.6 are for a flight trimmed at 22 m/s and 40 of flow
incidence on the wing. This represents reintegration conditions. Note that according to the
model, the average upwash at the tail is = 0.28 (nondimensional angle ratio),acc
4)
4)
I-i
4)
02
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
y/b
Figure 3.6 Downwash Flow fields at the tail
First, the effect of the upwash on the tail on the static stability of the airplane was stud-
ied. The first indication of the longitudinal location of the CG on the OHS came from team
member Sarah Saleh's experience with this configuration in a project at the University of
Calgary. U of C flew a radio controlled OHS airplane with the CG located at 60% MAC.
On the Parent, the tail incidence (it) was chosen to be + 40 for good stall characteristics,
and the CG was calculated to be located at 55%-60%MAC. Figure 3.7 shows that for
I I I I I I I
A
Vortex AxisI/
VJ
I 1 I i I I I I I
Secton 3: aren eicl
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static stability, this results in an uplift on the horizontal tail. The implication is that com-
pared to the standard configuration, to lift the same weight with the same wing area, the
OHS configuration would need 10% less lift on its wing, and would therefore generate
less drag. This is the biggest advantage of the OHS configuration and demonstrates its
superior aerodynamic efficiency.
L_
V-
Standard Configuration OHS Configuration
Figure 3.7 Uplift on Tail of OHS
This advantage would not be possible if the airplane was not also dynamically stable
with its CG at 60% MAC. The next step is to verify the effect of the upwash on the neutral
point location. Two equations derived from [4] can be used to calculate the neutral point.
Equation (3.6) is simpler since it considers only the two lifting surfaces, their distance
from each other and the downwash relation from equation (3.5). It yields a neutral point
(NP) equal to 87% MAC.
(3.6)
C
x =V macnp h•(L a+ + mac
Equation (3.7) uses coefficients computed by the OHS AVL model. It yields 84%
MAC for the neutral point location. Equation (3.6) considers the distance between the cen-
ter of gravity and aerodynamic center to be much smaller than the distance between the
wing and the tail. This assumption is not valid for the OHS. This explains the 3% discrep-
ancy between the two calculations.
ILt
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(3.7)
- CM
Xnp L + Xre fCL,
Using these two different approaches helped validate of the AVL model and showed
that the OHS is dynamically stable with the CG at 55% MAC, with a static margin of 40%
MAC. As a comparison, a standard configuration aircraft flying with its CG at 25% MAC
typically has a static margin of 30% to 40% MAC.
The effect of downwash on static and dynamic stability for the OHS significantly
improves aerodynamic efficiency.
Another important aerodynamic aspect of the OHS design is its pitch sensitivity at the
takeoff rotation. This was pointed out to us by members of the Heavy Lift team from Uni-
versity of Calgary, who had experience with the OHS. When an airplane is located near
the ground (within approximately one wingspan away), the flow around the wing is
affected by the proximity of the ground. This is generally referred to as the "ground
effect". The ground effect decreases the effect of all three-dimensional aerodynamics on
an airplane, such as the induced drag and the downwash. Because the downwash is what
confers all the added stability of the OHS, when the airplane experiences ground effect,
the neutral point moves forward. This explains the increased pitch sensitivity during rota-
tion. Prudence must be used at takeoff and precautions such as using exponential throw
and dual-rate on elevator is recommended.
One last important aerodynamic aspect of the Parent is its ability to fly with or without
the Mini integrated as well as with or without the reintegration apparatus. Figure 3.8 illus-
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trates the two main concerns: the drag and pitching moment caused by the Mini-Parent
and Integration Mechanism (MPIM) on the Parent.
Figure 3.8 Reintegration Configuration, side view
Table 3.8 Effect of Drag and Pitching Moment of MPIM on the Parent.
MPIM Mini
Incremental drag (lb.) 2.7 3.0
Incremental pitching moment (lb - in) 65 78
The implication on drag is that the Parent drag coefficient increases by 20%. However,
this can be absorbed by the excess power available on the Parent, as shown in Figure 3.9.
From the AVL model CM~e = -1.40. The implication in pitch is that it would require a
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8e of 1.50 to trim the parent with the MPIM and 6• of 40 if the Mini were attached to the
MPIM with its engine off.
OHS Parent Power Curve
20 30 40 50 60 70 80
V(ft/s)
Figure 3.9 OHS Parent Power Curve
3.3.4 Structure
This section will describe how the OHS structure was designed and tested to resist aerody-
namic and inertial loads for:
* Bending during high-g pull up
* Longitudinal load at high angle of attack flight
* Impact at landing
Before discussing structural design it is important to understand what the load distri-
bution on the airplane is. Also, for structural planning it is important that the airplane must
be transportable in a minivan and has to be designed to be disassembled into "easy-to-
carry" pieces. This single requirement is the source of many structural features on the air-
plane. The airplane was designed in five pieces. The wing is split in two at the centerline,
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the two tail booms are detachable, and the fuselage is the fifth piece. Table 3.9 shows a
breakdown of each element weight:
Table 3.9 OHS Parent Weight Breakdown
Parts Weight (lb.)
Fuselage 13.8
Tail section (2) 5.7
Half Wing (2) 14.5
Total 34.0
3.3.4.1 Aerodynamic Loads
As was explained in the previous section, the upwash on the tail gives important aerody-
namic benefits to the airplane. However, there is a structural price to pay. This configura-
tion induces a significant torsional load on the wing and a point loading at the wingtip that
a standard configuration design does not have to resist. Figure 3.10 shows the lift distribu-
tion on the airplane. It also shows how the uplift on the tail can be represented by three
forces and moments applied at the wing tip. The tail lift (Lt) and bending moment (Mtb) is
transferred to the wing at the wing tip, inducing bending load to the wing structure. The
pitching moment of the horizontal tail (Mt) induces a considerable amount of torsion in
the wing. This torsional load is peculiar to the OHS. Wings from standard configurations
experience bending loads but no torsional loads of this magnitude. This makes it a chal-
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lenge to design and build the wing rigid enough and also as light as desired.
Figure 3.10 Aerodynamic Load
3.3.4.2 Wing
The materials used to construct the wing are foam, balsa, glass-epoxy, carbon-epoxy and
plywood. The wing is divided into three important parts: the spar, the wing box and the
wing tip attachment.
The spar was required to enable assembly of the wing in two pieces. The wing design
would have been lighter without a spar, if it were replaced by a stronger skin in the middle
section. This was not possible because a single piece wing would not fit into a minivan.
The spar is one of the heaviest parts of the airplane. The OHS spar represents 30% of the
wing weight, despite being only 4% of the wing volume and extending only over 40% of
the span. The center section is assembled with two 1/4-20 steel bolts.
Figure 3.11 shows how the center junction is manufactured and the structural layout of
the main spar. The carbon takes the bending load, whilst the fiber glass layers resist the
shear load of the web. The plywood bears the shear load from the wing bolts. The balsa
was chosen to fill the rest of the web and make it as light as possible.
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Figure 3.11 Wing Spar Construction
Figure 3.12 shows the wing box construction. The role of the wingbox is to ensure the
continuity of the skin material around the airfoil, so as to constitute a closed section. The
closed section is formed by the Balsa skin and composite layup on top and bottom, which
is detailed in Figure 3.13. It is closed by the rear spar and the balsa leading edge at the
front. This provides structural integrity to the wing box. The trailing edge is a rib and balsa
skin construction. The shape of the airfoil is given by the foam core which was cut using
the automated foam cutter in TELAC at MIT. The balsa leading edge was sanded down to
the required shape.
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Composite layup
Foam
Main 
Spar
Rai.qi Pkin
Balsa
Leading Edge Rear Spar
Figure 3.12 Wing box Construction
Figure 3.13 illustrates the layout of th composite wing skin. To resist the torsional load
the wing box closed section was reinforced with a 450 fiber glass layer. To help gradually
transfer the tail load to the wing box, the wingtip is reinforced with two pieces of fiber
glass. The carbon fiber reinforcement shape is tapered at both ends to help reduce the
stress concentration where the main spar ends within the wing. The taper at the root of the
wing helps to transition loads from the spar in the center attachment to the wingbox.
Carbon Fiber
2 Layers
\ N\
Glass Fiber
Wing Tip
Reinforcement\ \
450 Glass Fiber
Full span
Figure 3.13 Wing Composite layup (wing top view)
Oak
Blocks
Finally, the wingtip is where the probability of failure is the highest, with the shock at
zugu
Main SparI
I ·d
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landing. Two oak blocks are inserted at the wingtip and glued to the rear spar and leading
edge. The tail booms are bolted into the oak blocks at the wingtip as shown in the Figure
3.13. This attachment is such that the load is transferred from the tail to the wing box.
3.3.4.3 Structural Test of the Wing
As the wing is the main structural element of the airplane, its structure was extensively
tested before moving on with the rest of the construction. Three tests were conducted:
* Bending load
* Torsional load
* Longitudinal load
The bending load test was to ensure the structural integrity of the airplane in the event
of a high-g maneuver. Figure 3.14 shows the loads during such maneuvers and Figure 3.10
provides more details for the wingtip loads. The complete load and moment calculation
can be found in Appendix B. The wing was designed for a load factor of n=3 and a safety
factor of 1.5. For the structural test of the wing, a maximum load factor of n=5.5 was
applied. Deflection at the wingtip was measured and was linear with respect to load,
throughout the test.
Wz2 n Wz-n
W, -n
Figure 3.14 Bending Loads on OHS
wl=fuselage and payload weight
w2-tail weight
w3=wing structure weight
L = {w + 2w 2 + w3 .n
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When considering only structural aspects, choosing an OHS configuration is undesir-
able, especially due to the considerable amount of torsion on the wing structure. However
this configuration is favorable in terms of bending loads because the weight is more
evenly distributed along the wing span. Hence, when the airplane is doing high-g manoeu-
vers, the bending moment and stress are smaller than a normal airplane. Figure 3.15 shows
the difference between the bending moment of an OHS airplane and a standard configura-
tion airplane of the same weight and wing span. For the OHS, the maximum moment is
less than half of the maximum value for the standard configuration.
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Figure 3.16 shows the stress distribution on the wing computed from (3.10) using the
static test loads and flight loads. The inertial load of w2 (ref. Figure 3.14) at the wingtip
causes inversion of the moment and the stress along the span. As a result, the stress at the
root, where the maximum bending moment is located, is reduced. This is a considerable
structural advantage since the stresses remain relatively low around the servo location and
the spar discontinuity, places were there are stress concentrations. To reproduce the flight
)
o .
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load, the static test was done using weight uniformly distributed from the root outward to
73% of the wing span. This is illustrated in Figure 3.16 which also compares the static
tests with the flight load distribution. The test simulated flight loads up to 5.5g. The maxi-
mum stress limit used for the balsa were 700 psi [6] and for the carbon 70 kpsi [5].
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Figure 3.16 Bending Stress Skin and Spar
The bending stress is related to the bending moment according to
Mc
o"- (3.10)I
where c is the distance to the neutral axis, I is the moment of inertia, and M is the
bending moment.
The torsion of the wing was measured when applying a 5g load at the tip of the tail
boom. That induced a torque of 120 lb - in. The amount of angular deformation was as
high as 200 at the wingtip. Later, during flight tests, it was found that such deformations
never occured in actual flight.
The longitudinal load is due to the orientation of the aerodynamic force with respect to
the wing loading planes during flight at high angles of attack. Figure 3.17 depicts the geo-
metrical aspect of flight at high angle of incidence. The maximum forward load on the
h
a
--
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OHS was evaluated to be 14% of the upward bending moment. The wing was tested in the
longitudinal direction by applying a moment of that magnitude.
Unward
U
Forward
Load
Figure 3.17 Longitudinal Load
3.3.4.4 Fuselage
The fuselage contains the payload and integrates the engine, fuel tank, throttle and nose
wheel. Its main structural function is to join the wing, the engine, the landing gear and the
reintegration mechanism. The materials used have a critical impact on the airplane weight
because of the size of the fuselage. The fuselage overall dimension is 1 1Xl 1X40 inches. It
was therefore decided to use balsa wherever the load was low enough. Oak was used to
attach the main landing gear, carbon fiber rods for the structural frame, plywood for the
firewall and everything else was built out of balsa. Once covered with balsa, the fuselage
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weighed 3.5 lb., which is approximately the same weight as the engine itself.
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Reintegratior
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Figure 3.18 Fuselage Frame
The landing gear is made out of steel rods. Early taxi tests showed that the weight and
inertia of the parent required stiffer components. The main and nose landing gear were
stiffened with more steel rods brazed to the existing structure before the first flight of the
vehicle.
3.3.4.5 Tail
The tail sections of the OHS had to be extremely light to reduce the impact load on land-
ing. That is when the highest stresses on the airplane occur, from the moment caused by
the inertial force on the tail. The most probable failure mode is a rupture of the wingtip
attachment. To minimize this risk, a balsa construction approach was used, as shown in
Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19 Tail Construction
3.4 Avionics Testbed Airplane
The Avionics Testbed Airplane is part of the risk management strategy of the project.
Using it reduces the risks of damage to the PCUAV vehicles and avionics. It also allows
flight testing of avionics flying from grass fields, which are more commonly available
than paved runaways.
Table 3.11 ATA Characteristics
Empty Weight 11 lb. Main Aero. Chord 13 inches
Payload Weight 3 lb. Wing Span 69 inches
Airfoil Clark Y Length 64 inches
Wingtip Hoemer Payload Bay Dim. 6X6X18 inches
Dihedral 30 Engine OS 1.60in3 FX
Tail Volume 0.46 Tail surface 168 in2
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Figure 3.20 Avionics Tesbed Airplane (ATA)
The ATA is intended to perform the following flight tests:
* Data acquisition flights for gyroscopes, accelerometers and GPS
* Video image retransmission flight testing
* Step-by-step avionics integration to closed-loop flight capabilities
* Target acquisition flights with Vision-based system
* Attitude hold flights
* Position hold flights with the minivan
* Reintegration phase I demonstration with GPS system
* Position hold flights with Parent
Chapter 6 discusses the flight tests performed with the ATA.
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The ATA is an off-the-shelf airplane, the SuperStar 60 by Hobbico. The fuselage was
modified in order to carry a large payload. It takes about 2-3 weeks to build the modified
version. In comparison, it takes 3-4 months to build the Mini Vehicle.
During Year Two and Three, the ATA crashed three times. If these crashes had
involved the Mini, the project would have experienced major setbacks.
After each crash, repairs to the ATA caused its weight to increase. Excessive weight is
often the cause of crashes. After the third crash, it was decided to rebuild the ATA com-
pletely. The new airplane is called the ATA II. The team took advantage of this opportu-
nity to increase the payload bay size. To provide adequate wing loading and stability the
wing area and tail area were also increased. As seen in Table 3.1 the wing loading was
reduced by 33%, to a value that gave better flight characteristics for our other airplanes.
Figure 3.21 presents the differences in dimension between ATA and ATA II.
4.97
36.00
19.8119.81
ATA II 1ATA
Figure 3.21 Compared Top View of ATA and ATA II
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ATA II has two major advantages over the former airplane. It offers more room for the
avionics and it is safer to fly because it has a smaller wing loading. This last aspect
improves the safety of testing the avionics components.
3.5 Trainer
The trainer airplane is used to minimize risks and damage. Its main purposes were to train
or warm-up the pilots, and to practice synchronization during maneuvers. It was used
whenever avionics were not necessary.
One of the main tasks tackled with this airplane was the practice run for the rendez-
vous with a surrogate Parent. This test uses a minivan driving down a runway as a surro-
gate for the Parent. In this test, the most difficult part was to bring the airplane behind the
van, under pilot control. The short amount of time the airplane is in good visual range for
the pilot makes it difficult to judge distance. A stretch of 400 to 500m is all that can be
allowed to engage the controller and perform tests.
repeatable airplane pattern
Van for surrogate of
Parent Vehicle400-500m straight for testing
Pilot location
Figure 3.22 Test of the van running on the runaway
The trainer will be the first vehicle deployed from the Parent. The MPIM (see section
3.3.3) will reintegrate the Mini with the Parent and also be tested for deployment. To min-
imize the risk, the first time a deployment attempted will be with the Trainer, which will
then glide to the ground.
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3.6 Sumary
This chapter introduced the four vehicles used in the PCUAV project: the Mini, Parent,
ATA and Trainer airplane. The Mini Vehicle's requirements, unique configuration and
wind tunnel testing were covered. The Parent Vehicle, which also has a peculiar configu-
ration was presented, focusing on the aerodynamic and structural aspects. Finally, the
ATA, a standard RC airplane, used for avionics development, was discussed, focussing on
safety aspects. Finally the Trainer airplane was introduced.
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Avionics Architecture
4.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter introduces the avionics used to grant the various PCUAV project airplanes
their autonomous flight capabilities. Both a common avionics platform and vehicle spe-
cific avionics are presented for the ATA, Mini and Parent. The functions, selection of
components and development of each avionics suite are detailed. Finally a distinction is
made between the avionics of demonstration vehicles and objective vehicles.
The approach for Mini-Parent reintegration drives the selection of most of the avionics
components. GPS navigation is used for Phase I (Figure 2.2) for both Parent and Mini
vehicles and Phase II is performed relying on a vision based control system. In Phase II,
two micro cameras located at mid span of each wing of the Mini will track a red target on
the Parent and will use stereoscopic vision to estimate the relative position between the
vehicles. A set of inertial measurements is also used to complement both GPS and vision
elements during both Phase I and Phase II.
4.2 Avionics Development in the Laboratory
Developing an operative avionics package capable of autonomous flight requires a
methodical step-by-step process. Development of each component is done in two phases
First, evaluation of individual components is done; for example calibration and noise char-
acterization. Second, the component is integrated with the rest of the avionics. Most of the
development difficulties occur in this phase. Figure 4.3 presents all the major components,
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their interconnection, and where they are located in the architecture; which is common to
all vehicles with various modifications for each specific vehicle.
The first two tasks of the avionics development were done in parallel. One was the
development of the MP1000 computer units. These units provide interfaces between the
six airplane control servos, the RC receivers, and the flight computer. To permit real time
autonomous control, a 40 Hz serial communication link with the flight computer was
implemented.
The second task, which was done in parallel, was the development of the vision-based
acquisition system [3]. This work is the heart of the control system for Phase II of reinte-
gration. At the time of this writing, testing in the lab has been completed and there are
ongoing flight tests with the airborne system. Once successful data acquisition in flight is
completed, it will provide the control system with accurate relative position information
during Phase II.
The third task was to develop the information acquisition subsystem to provide addi-
tional sensor data needed by the control system. These data are provided by rate gyro-
scopes, accelerometers, pressure sensors and GPS receivers, which were incorporated into
the system. As the system is continuously being improved, there are still ongoing flight
tests for gathering performance data.
Before any autonomous flight test could be attempted, many safety features were
designed, implemented and validated. Part of this effort included the implementation of a
six-channel relay switch which, as shown in Figure 4.3, allows the pilot to select between
the full-avionics configuration and the RC configuration.
Once these steps were completed and all the components were integrated, a first closed
loop flight test was done. It was a bank angle hold using the gyros. It demonstrated that the
avionics package was working and could be used to push the development to further
stages, adding components to this baseline architecture.
During the third year of the project, it was decided that the team would develop the
GPS system for Phase I, GPS integration. This work is still in development at the time of
writing.
Section 4.2: Avionics Development in the Laboratory
Two computer stacks were used to develop the avionics: the laboratory stack and the
flight stack. The two are exact duplicates except that the lab stack uses a hard drive digital
memory, whereas the flight stack uses only solid state chip memory (DiskOnChip). The
hard drive allows more flexibility for lab development and the solid state memory pre-
vents vibration problems during flight. The purpose of using two stacks is twofold. First, if
the avionics get damaged during a crash, the original hardware and software always
remains intact in the laboratory. Second, putting all the avionics in the airplane requires a
considerable amount of time, so maintaining one stack in the airplane and downloading
programs from the lab stack to the airplane stack saved considerable time during the
development. Also the risk of connection problems is reduced by eliminating repeated
connects and disconnects between the computer and the rest of the avionics. Figure 4.1
shows the flight stack in its cubic aluminum receptacle and the laboratory development
stack.
Figure 4.1 Flight Stack (left) and Laboratory Development Stack (right)
To integrate the control system, flight code, and hardware, a number of important
steps were required[3]:
1. Design the controller using Simulink.
2. Perform a discrete simulation, replacing the controller by C code using "C-MEX"
files in Matlab S-functions. This helps troubleshooting the flight code.
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3. Perform "Hardware in the loop simulation". In this step, the airplane's hardware is
validated and results are compared against simulation results. Figure 4.2 shows the
conceptual approach where all components are tested except the sensors and the
flight dynamics. The simulation computer solves the equations of motion and gener-
ates sensors output.
Figure 4.2 Hardware in the loop simulation
4.3 Avionics Testbed Airplane (ATA)
The ATA is the vehicle that helped the most in the development of the avionics design
and architecture. All the development was done in this airplane and avionics are tested in
it until judged safe enough to use in the other vehicles. Figure 4.3 shows the architecture
of the avionics used in the ATA to perform Phase I and Phase II of reintegration. In the
next section a detailed description of the components; their function in the system will
also be described. Note that after one year of service and three crashes, the ATA was com-
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pletely rebuilt, with a larger payload bay. There were also extensive upgrades of the avi-
onics accomplished by Sanghyuk Park [3].
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Figure 4.3 ATA flight control Avionics
4.3.1 Components description:
The following paragraphs provide detailed descriptions of the various elements used in the
development process.
4.3.1.1 Flight/Lab Computer
The computer stacks were composed of:
- CPU Module; CMC6686GX233HR from Real Time Devices USA, Inc. Specifica-
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tions: 233 MHz GeodeTM MMX TM , SVGA Onboard, Two serial ports, Parallel Port,
PS/2 Mouse Port. DiskOnChip 77Mb (solid state memory)
* Operating System and software: ROM DOS, using Borland C++ 3.1 to develop flight
software.
* Databoard; DM6430HR-8 from Real Time Devices USA, Inc. Its function is to inter-
face all analog flight sensors with the computer. Some important features are:
S16 Single-ended/8 Differential inputs
*16-bit A/D resolution
S10 Os conversion time (100kHz throughput)
*±+10V Input Range
*Programmable gains of 1 to 8
.8K Sample Buffer on A/D Converter
*DMA transfers
*2 D/A 16 bit outputs
* Frame Grabber; ANDI-FG from Ajeco, 2 camera inputs at 25 frames per seconds. As
will be seen in the next section, these specifications are under specific conditions
which do not correspond to our applications;
* Power Board; from TriM system, provides ± 5V ± 12V to supply flight avionics
* CM 107 IDE Controller and Hard Drive from Real Time Devices USA, Inc.This
board is used on the laboratory stack only to provide memory space.
* CM312 Utility Module from Real Time Devices USA, Inc. This board provides four
additional serial ports and a 10-BaseT network connection. The additional serial
ports are necessary because four RS232 communication links used: two for the two
MP 1000s, one for the GPS receiver and one for the RF transceiver. The network
connection is used to download programs, retrieve flights data, and access the com-
puter in the field with a laptop.
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4.3.1.2 Other Components
* R/C receiver: FP-R14148DP receivers from Futaba are used. The criterion for R/C
receiver selection is the robustness to noise. It is crucial for safety in the project.
Receivers from different manufacturers were tested: Futaba, Airtronics, and JR. All
the receivers achieved comparable range, but the Futaba range was the longest. FM
and PCM modes were tested for robustness to noise and both achieved the same
range. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.4.
* MP1000: The MP1000, from Micro Pilot, provides interfaces between the airplane
actuators, the pilot, and the flight computer. Two MP1000s are required for two
main reasons: there are six channels to control and a single MP1000 can control only
five channels. Also, to comply with the 40Hz sampling rate requirement, it is much
easier, and provides smoother operation, to control only three channels per unit.
Each unit is built on a Vestatech SBC2000-74 PIC. The programming is done with
the Vesta Basic programming language and an Integrated Development Environ-
ment (IDE). For reference the flight code is included in Appendix D. It is pro-
grammed to run in two modes, the "Pilot in Control" or the "Computer in Control"
modes. Its role is to monitor the RC receiver #1 signals and flight computer com-
mands via the serial ports and generate the PW signal to command each servo. Tim-
ing is one of the main issues since the pulse frequency and the control rate are of the
same order.
* Transceivers: The function of these components is to communicate the information
required between the Parent and Mini vehicles during Phase I, when GPS is used for
navigation. A ground station monitors the flight operations using this transceiver.
The 9XSTREAM system from MaxStream Inc. is currently used. Note that the
advertised range of 7 miles is highly dependent on the type of antenna used. For
omnidirectional transmission/reception this range is reduced to 250 meters.
* GPS: This is the main source of information for Phase I of reintegration. The control
system requires a position update at 3Hz or faster. The All-Star from Canadian Mar-
coni Company was selected and provides an update on position at a rate of 5 Hz. The
same system is now sold by BAE Systems, Canada.
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* Gyroscope: Piezo-Electric gyros were used because of their small weight of about 11
grams each. Note that the original MP1000 unit comes with two integrated gyro-
scopes, but its 8 bit A/D converter cannot provide enough resolution for the PCUAV
application. Different models were tested (muRata END-03J, Gyration microGyro-
100, and Tokin CG-16D). Gyration's gyros promised low drift characteristics. How-
ever they could not withstand the level of vibration onboard the airplane. The Tokin
gyroscope was selected because its ability to operate in the presence of vibration. Its
range is ± 300 degrees per second and its resolution is 1 degree per second (standard
deviation). However, its drift characteristic is high, on the order of 100 after 30 sec-
onds of integration of the rate gyro. Also, its sensitivity of 1.1 mV per degree per
second makes it very susceptible to noise and requires adequate signal processing.
For redundancy 6 gyroscopes are used, 2 per axis.
* Accelerometer: A three-axis accelerometer, The CXL04M3 from Crossbow, is used.
It has a range of ± 4g and a resolution of 0.005g.
* Pressure sensors: To measure airspeed and static pressure, two high sensitivity pres-
sor sensors were installed on the ATA. They are model XP63 transducers from
Omega.
* Video Cameras: Two micro video cameras, one mounted under each wing of the
Mini Vehicle. The model used is a PC-53 from Supercircuit. Its small size (3/4"X3/
4" cross section) allows installation under the wing without major disturbances to
the airflow.
* Video Splitter: This component was added because the frame grabber of the flight
computer is not capable of real time processing of signals from two different cam-
eras. Its function is to combine the two NTSC camera signals into a single signal
which is then fed to the computer.
* Analog Signal Conditioning Board: This board performs high frequency noise rejec-
tion, using active low-pass filters, on the signal of flight sensors: gyroscopes, accel-
erometers and pressure sensors. Also it amplifies and filters the signal of the gyros,
which are sensitive to noise. Figure 4.4 shows how the Tokin ceramic gyro was con-
nected to the operational amplifier. Operational amplifiers in differential setup [7]
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are used, because the output is proportional to the difference between V 1 and V0. For
gyroscopes, accelerometer, and pressure transducers, active filtering was added to
perform anti-aliasing. A low pass filter with cutoff frequency of 8 Hz was chosen.
8 Hz corresponds to 20% of the sampling frequency but is still 4 times faster than the
airplane dynamics [3]. The component values can be found in Figure H.1 avionics
diagram.
out
Figure 4.4 Conditioning Circuit for Ceramic Gyroscope
Vout R2/R 1
-- (4.1)
V 1 - V0  R2 C1s+ 1
* Six channel relay switch: This is the primary safety-related component. Figure 4.5
shows a diagram of the circuit board and Figure 4.3 shows how it is connected to the
avionics. Its advantage is its use of analog/mechanical relays instead of relying on
logic of any integrated circuits. When the system is running in its full avionics con-
figuration (MODE 1) many components are in the loop such as the flight computer,
two MP1000s, and flight sensors. In case of any anomaly in the system, the pilot can
bypass all these components and control the aircraft directly from the ground by a
radio control transmitter, using the emergency mode (MODE 2). Note that PW
switches are electronic devices commercially available, in which a relay is triggered
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by the width of a PW signal, such as a RC receiver signal
From MPIOOs
I-
* 1 -CH 7 From RC RI
PW actat.d relay
Figure 4.5 Six channel relay switch
Remote power switch for the computer: As will be seen in Section 6.3.3, this feature
was added to minimize crash risk due to noise interference from the computer. It
allows the flight computer to be turned on and off using a RC remote control. This
enables takeoff and landing without computer noise. The computer is turned on only
when the airplane has gained sufficient altitude.
A few improvements can be suggested to make the system perform better in the future.
First, better cameras for the vision based control system are recommended. The current
camera's resolution and sensitivity to color is weak. Better quality images would greatly
improve the detection range.
Second, a new framegrabber is recommended. The speed of the control system is cur-
rently limited by the capture speed of the frame grabber. It can take up to 2 seconds of pro-
cessing for the initial detection of the target. The Ajeco framegrabber uses an 8 bit data
bus. A new PC104plus frame grabber would improve the processing speed significantly
with its 32 bit data bus. Another aspect could be improved from the current Ajeco ANDI-
FG. A video splitter was added to combine left and right images. A frame grabber that can
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process signals from two video sources in real time would simplify the system, saving on
the weight of the video splitter and its battery.
Third, the MP 1000 units can be replaced by a Persistor computer to perform the same
tasks. Only one Persistor unit would be required instead of 2 MP1000s. Persistor function-
ality could also replace the six-channel relay switch. The difference between the two
approaches is that the Persistor can be programmed to select the "Pilot in Control", instead
of using relays.
Finally, the power board of the flight computer can be improved to reduce its RF emis-
sions. The flight computer is the biggest source of noise in the airplane and it conflicts
with the RC signal.
4.4 Demonstration Vehicles
The avionics architectures for the demonstration Mini and Parent have many similarities
with the ATA avionics, presented in the previous section. This section presents the avion-
ics diagram for the Mini and Parent vehicles and elaborates on their differences from the
ATA architecture. Each vehicle's avionics depends on the reintegration strategy (Phase I
and II) and the information needed during formation flight. Figure 4.6 shows the commu-
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nication links that are required to accomplish air rendezvous.
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Figure 4.6 Communication Links Required for Reintegration Demonstration
4.4.1 Demonstration Mini Vehicle
The Mini demonstration vehicle is used to demonstrate reintegration, communication and
video surveillance. The avionics for the flight controls is developed under the DOS envi-
ronment whereas the avionics for communication and video surveillance is developed
under the Linux environment. For this reason, two different stacks are flown in the Mini
Vehicle.The following two sections briefly describe the Mini avionics components for
flight control and communication/surveillance.
4.4.1.1 Avionics Components for Flight Control System:
* PC104 stack (DOS) (Power supply, CPU, Network, 4 Serial ports, Data board,
Frame Grabber)
* 2 video cameras
* Video Splitter
* 2 RC receivers
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* Persistor computer
* GPS receiver/antenna
* Transceiver
* Sensors + analog conditioning Board
New Component:
The Persistor Single Board Computer was not covered by the ATA achitecture
description. The PERCFI is manufactured by Persistor and will be replaced by the CF2
model in 2003. Important specifications are:
*Motorola 68338 based Single Board Computer
* 16MHz operation allows 2.5MIPS
*Low Current Requirements: <50mA
*up to 192 MB CompactFlash memory cards
*1MB Flash 256KB SRAM, 8KB Virtual EEPROM
*Real Time Clock, RS-232, 18 Digital I/O
*Only 2.5" X 1.4" X 0.6"
The main difference between the avionics used in the Mini and the avionics used in the
ATA is the use of a Persistor computer instead of the two MP 1000 units and the six-chan-
nel relay switch that were used on the BFA. The Persistor will be used for three main rea-
sons. First, it is smaller than the MP 1000, thus saving space in the avionics bay. Second, it
is already used for the Draper WASP vehicle so having more people developing their sys-
tems using common components and helping each other will save time and effort. Persis-
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tor computer can be programmed using many programming languages and software such
as Code Warrior is recommended to compile source code for the Persistor platform.
MP 1000 #:
MP 1000 #
Six channel
relay switch
Persistor
computer
Figure 4.7 Persistor Computer (MINI) Compared with ATA Similar Components
4.4.1.2 Avionics components for Communication and
Video surveillance system:
" PC 104 stack (Linux) (Power Supply, CPU, FlashDisk, PCMCIA Network card,
Frame Grabber)
* Video camera
* WLAN antenna
For more details on the communication and video surveillance and the hardware used,
refer to [6].
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4.4.2 Demonstration Parent Vehicle
The demonstration Parent's main function will be to fly smoothly enough to allow reinte-
gration with the Mini. Its navigation will mainly be done using GPS and an IMU informa-
tion. Also it will communicate with the Mini to coordinate the formation flight of both
vehicles. Below is a list of components used on-board the demonstration Parent.
* PC104 stack (DOS) (Power supply, CPU, Network, 4 Serial ports, Data Board)
* GPS receiver/antenna
* Transceiver
* Sensors + analog conditioning Board
* 4 RC receivers
* 3 SBC2000-074
* 3 relay switches
* PC 104 stack (Linux) (Power supply, CPU, FlashDisk, PCMCIA Network card,
Frame Grabber)
* Surveillance video camera
* WLAN antenna
New Component:
The SBC2000-074 Single Board Computer was not covered by the ATA not the Mini
achitecture description. It is manufactured by Vestatech. It is a simplified version of the
MP1000 since the latter have been developed using a SBC2000 unit.
Figure 4.8 shows how the components for flight control are integrated. Demonstrating
the full capability of the system requires combining software for flight control, communi-
cation and video surveillance in one vehicle. Since the two systems have been developed
under different environments, two computer stacks are required in the airplane. The pay-
load bay of the OHS is capable of carrying both systems. A future goal for the objective
Parent avionics system is to combine all of these capabilities into one smaller system, as
will be covered in Section 4.5.2.
The SBC2000-74 was introduced into the parent avionics system as a replacement for
the MP 1000 used in the ATA because it performs the same function for 20% of the price.
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Note in Figure 4.8 that some components are duplicated. For example there are three
SBC2000s and three relay switches. In the same fashion as for the airplane structure, the
avionics is physically broken down into three pieces: center fuselage, right and left
, * static pressure sensor
accel. Haccel. Haccel.
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wingtip. The standard practice is to use only one receiver for all control surfaces. The size
of the OHS is such that this solution would have required very long servo wires to reach
the tail from the center fuselage. Long servo wires are more susceptible to RF noise or
interference. In order to reduce these risks three RC receivers, all tuned to the pilot's trans-
mitter frequency, are used; one in each wingtip and one in the fuselage. To achieve auton-
omous flight, an architecture similar to the one used for the Mini is used on the Parent. A
relay-switch, a SBC2000-074, and a battery pack are used with each receiver. The only
two links required are serial communications between the flight computer and each
E D
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SBC2000-074 in the wingtips. The avionics is partitioned to reduce sensitivity to EMI.
However, the serial links allow the flight computer to control all of the aircraft actuators
To provide interfaces between the computers and the servos, three different compo-
nents were used on the ATA, the Mini, and the Parent. The MP1000 was used in the ATA
as discussed in Section 4.3. The Persistor computer is used in the Mini and was presented
in Section 4.4.1. A third machine, the SBC2000, has just been introduced as the compo-
nent used on the Parent to provide the interface between the computer and the servos. It is
a simpler version of the MP1000. The software written for the MP1000 can be used on the
SBC2000. The SBC2000 can be purchased for 10% of the cost of the other options. Since
the Parent requires three of these components, the SBC2000 was selected.
4.5 Objective Vehicles
The "objective vehicles" are conceptual designs, which are capable of performing all the
functions of the PCUAV system. For both Mini and Parent objective vehicles, a main goal
is to reduce the weight of the avionics because it drives the size of the whole system. The
use of Persistor computer and smaller framegrabber and WLAN cards will allow signifi-
cant weight reduction. The Persistor can be manufactured with a Pentium chip, providing
the required processing capabilities.
In January 2001 an avionics discussion was held between people from Draper and
MIT, working on different projects related to small autonomous vehicles. This discussion
was the source of many ideas for the avionics architecture for the objective vehicles. Dur-
ing this meeting, it was revealed that a video capture card and a network card are under
development and would soon be available to interface with the Persistor computer or the
CAN bus. The use of these two components would allow combination of all the capability
of the system in a very small avionics package.
The use of the Persistor computer also allows sharing of resources with other projects
like the WASP project at Draper. It is likely that using the same hardware and sharing
ideas within projects at MIT and Draper in the future, will lead to more efficient avionics
developments. The use of the CAN bus [9] is a good example of this potential. For exam-
ple, if a GPS receiver is used by a group and an interface with the CAN bus is developed,
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other groups could perform development on the same hardware. The current situation is
that different groups use all the same types of components such as transceivers, GPS
receivers, servo interface boards and analog signal capture boards, but from different man-
ufacturers. Hence, a significant amount of time could be saved if everyone used the same
components, in a similar manner to the plug-and-play concept for personal computers.
The CAN bus has a data rate of about one Megabit per second, which will increase the
throughput. Note that the transition from PC 104 to CAN components can be eased using
products like the AIM104CAN board from ARCOM Control System Inc. This board pro-
vides a PC 104/CAN interface.
4.5.1 Objective Mini Vehicle
The necessary components to complete the Mini's mission are listed below. One of the
major changes from the demonstration Mini to the objective vehicle is the use of the Per-
sistor computer and the CAN bus. The motivations for this change can be found in Section
4.5. Also the second important change is the use of an infrared camera instead of the video
camera, to allow operation at night and in foggy weather. Figure 4.9 shows the avionics
diagram of the objective Mini Vehicle.
* GPS receiver and antenna, interfaced with the CAN bus
* Flight computer: Persistor computer using Pentium CPU
* Video Capture Card, interfaced with the CAN bus.
* Signal conditioning board and analog data acquisition board
* RC interface board, which is currently used on the WASP project and has been pro-
vided to PCUAV project by Scott Rasmussen from Draper.
* Flight sensors interfaced with the signal conditioning card.
* WLAN card, being interfaced with the CAN bus [9].
* Infrared Cameras.
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4.5.2 Objective Parent Vehicle
Similar components to those in the demonstration Mini Vehicle are to be used in the Par-
ent Vehicle, and are listed below. The Persistor computer and CAN bus are used as in the
objective Mini Vehicle.
* Video surveillance camera
* GPS receiver and antenna, interfaced with the CAN bus
* Flight computer: Persistor computer using Pentium CPU
* Video Capture Card, interfaced with the CAN bus
* Signal conditioning board and analog data acquisition board
* RC interface board.
* Flight sensors interfaced with the signal conditioning card.
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* WLAN card being interfaced with the CAN bus
Figure 4.10 shows how the components are interconnected.
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The size of the avionics bay of the ATA is 18" x 8" x 8". The size reduction of avionics
is expected to bring down the required size of the payload bay on the for the objective
vehicles Mini by as much as 80% in volume. The avionics weight, currently 4 lb. for the
ATA, is expected to decrease to 1/2 lb. To carry this objective paylooad with the same
wing loading, the Mini dimensions are scaled down. The objective Mini will have a span
of 1.2 m. The smaller total weight of the objective Mini Vehicle, compared to the demon-
stration vehicle, will also allow considerable weight and size reduction for the objective
Parent Vehicle, which is expected to have a span half the size of the demonstration Parent.
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4.6 Summary
This chapter presented the avionics architectures of all the demonstration and objective
vehicles of the PCUAV project. The development of the avionics using the ATA was first
presented along with a detailed description of all components. Then the demonstration
Mini and Parent vehicles were presented with their differences from the ATA avionics
configuration. Finally, avionics diagrams for the objective vehicles were presented, pro-
viding estimates of the sizes of the objective systems.
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Chapter
5
Attitude Estimation
5.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter presents the method used to estimate the airplane pitch, yaw and roll angles.
For Phase II of reintegration, the attitude information is important because the cameras,
which provide relative position information, are fixed to the Mini Vehicle frame. Euler
angles are necessary to transpose the camera information into the Earth Centered Inertial
frame for the control system. However, the small inexpensive gyroscopes used to estimate
attitude typically experience significant drift. The method used to resolve the attitudes in
the presence of drift is discussed and results are presented.
5.2 Selection of sensors
The main constraints for the selection of most sensors in a small UAV are their size and
weight. There exist a number of high quality inertial measurement units, such as the Iner-
tial Science ISIS-IMU, which weighs 3/4 lb and is 3.30" x 2.5" x 1.83" in dimension.
Since many components must be installed in the Mini vehicle payload bay, their size and
weight must remain relatively small. Although the demonstration vehicle has a bigger
payload bay than the objective vehicle, the choice of components is still restricted to those
which will fit in the objective vehicle. For these reasons, it was decided to use ceramic
micro gyroscopes. Typically, ceramic rate gyros weigh around 10-50 grams and are
3,, 1,, 1,,
4 x 4 x - in dimension. More details on the gyroscope selection can be found in sec-
tion 4.3.1. Figure 5.1 shows a picture comparing the size of the ISIS-IMU to the Tokin
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ceramic gyroscope.
Figure 5.1 ISIS-IMU compared to the Tokin ceramic gyro
These small sensors, called rate gyros, measure the angular velocity of the body on
which they are mounted, about the input axes of the gyros. To obtain angular position the
signals from three orthogonally mounted rat gyros must be integrated. To provide drift
measurements to characterize the gyros, their signals were integrated over 30 seconds
while they were held stationary, in the vibration environment of the project vehicles. High
drift characteristics were experienced. Figure 5.2 shows a typical result of tests to measure
the effect of the engine vibrations. It presents two series of data, one with all the systems
onboard the airplane powered on, including the engine, and the second series without the
engine. In both cases, the airplane was held still on the ground for 10-15 seconds, then it
was rotated around all axes before being placed back in its original position. Two conclu-
sions can be drawn from these data. First, the signals of the gyroscope becomes more
noisy in the presence of the engine vibrations and second, the drift is worse by a factor of
2 to 3.
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Figure 5.2 Engine Vibration Effect on Gyroscope Output
5.3 Attitude Estimation Approach
In order to obtain accurate attitude estimation, the effect of drift must be mitigated. The
attitude estimation approach selected to address this issue is called a complementary filter.
It consists of using one reliable measurement for low frequencies and another reliable
measurement for high frequencies, and combining them. Minimized drift is necessary for
maintaining attitude and high frequency information is required to allow robustness to
gusts.
An attempt was made to use low drift Gyration gyroscopes for the low frequency mea-
surements. The Gyration MicroGyrol00 was tested on board the airplane during ground
tests and flight tests. Experiments without the engine confirmed that their drift was much
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lower than that of the Tokin gyroscopes. Unfortunately, the MicroGyrol00 proved to be
too sensitive to vibration, and consequently did not work properly when the engine was
running. Under vibration the gyros often 'froze', not responding to rotation, and under
impact they reacted erratically. These inadequacies led to the rejection of the
MicroGyro 100.
Figure 5.3 shows the flight data of two sets of gyroscopes: three single-axis Tokin
gyros (HF gyros) and a pair of two-axis Gyration gyros (Low Drift Gyros). One Low Drift
Gyro is oriented to measure X and Z axis rotation; the other measures X and Y axis rota-
tion. The data were recorded during a typical landing. The figure shows the erratic
response induced by the impact landing. It also shows a period (between 15 and 30 sec-
onds) when the Low Drift Gyros did not respond to the airplane's motion due to the pres-
ence of vibration.
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Figure 5.3 Low-Drift Gyroscope Sensitivity to Vibration
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The next option investigated was the use of a steady state flight equation for low-drift
measurement, as given by equation (5.6). Figure 5.4 shows how the high and low fre-
quency information was combined in the complementary filter for the roll axis. In this
case, the equation used is the steady state bank angle in level coordinated turns [8]. It is
derived as follows for small roll angles in a steady state turn:
The centrifugal force is:
m V
F 2  (5.1)
R
where m is the mass of the vehicle, V is the airspeed, and R is the radius of turn.
The centripetal force is:
F = Lsin ý (5.2)
where L is the airplane lift force and ýp is the bank angle. Also, velocity is related to
the turn rate according to:
V = NtR, (5.3)
where i is the rate of change in yaw angle.
The force balance yields:
mVf = Lsin q (5.4)
In a steady turn, lift and and weight are related according to:
L_ Wcosq = mgcos~p (5.5)
So for small bank angles,
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Figure 5.4 Complementary filter for Roll axis
The design variable is the cutoff frequency of the complementary filter. Flight tests
were used to select this frequency. The lower this cutoff frequency, the more the estima-
tion relies on the high frequency gyroscope, therefore the more drift occurs. On the other
hand, the higher the cutoff frequency is, the more the estimation relies on the steady state
value, thus inducing lag. The steady state measurement from (5.6) it is a simple gain of
magnitude V/g, that multiplies the signal from the yaw rate gyroscope (I), a noisy sen-
sor. This explains the level of noise observed in the steady state measurement. The noise
level of the high frequency measurement is lower due to the integration of the roll gyro-
scope signal.
5.4 Results
Flight tests were used to provide the most realistic environment for noise and drift
measurement. The flight test results helped to select the cutoff frequency and study the
tradoff between drift from the high frequency gyro and noise in the steady state measur-
ment. The goal was to verify that the estimation was good for quick turns and also how
much drift would occur. Different cutoff frequencies were used to explore a range of
options.
Figure 5.5 presents bank angle estimation data using two different cutoff frequencies. Dur-
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ing this flight, the pilot rolled the airplane left and right two to four times and then flew
straight again. As the graph shows, estimation with higher cutoff frequency (left) experi-
ences more noise and less drift than for the lower cutoff frequency, case shown on the
right. The larger the time constant, the more the estimation is influenced by the high fre-
quency gyro. The angular resolution, which is used in the vision based control system for
the orientation of the camera reference frame, is limited by the noise level.
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Figure 5.5 Bank Angle Estimation Using Different Filters (T =0.25 sec and 2.0 sec)
Figure 5.6 shows the results of a study done using the complementary filter on the
flight data with seven different trial cutoff frequencies. It presents the effect of the cutoff
frequencies on noise and drift. The time constant selected was 1.0 second. The figure
shows that a time constant less than 1.0 second would induce too much drift, while a
smaller time constant makes the noise escalate. The accuracy of the system is about 1
degree, which is acceptable for the vision based control system. Note that during the
experiment the pilot was handling the airplane. After 25 seconds of flight with the distance
to the airplane, it was difficult for him to judge if the bank angle of the ATA was back to
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zero exactly. This is the likely cause of the -4 degree at which.the drift converges in Figure
5.6
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Figure 5.6 Cutoff frequency effect on Drift and Noise for Bank Angle Estimation
For the pitch axis the equivalent longitudinal steady flight equation was used to pro-
vide low drift information, using the accelerometer measurements. Two axes of the accel-
erometer are effectively used as a tilt sensor. Because the airplane is constantly changing
velocity or altitude, a steady state condition was never achieved to a level that would allow
use of the equation for this application. Therefore, for the pitch and yaw angles, the trim
condition from simulation is used for the low frequency part. A time constant of 1.0 sec-
ond was used to reduce the effect of drift on pitch and yaw high frequency information,
which is provided by integration of the ceramic gyroscopes signals.
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5.5 Summary
This chapter presented the method by which the roll, pitch and yaw angles are esti-
mated on the ATA. The complementary filter uses low frequency measurements to com-
pensate for the high drift of the ceramic gyroscopes. Flight test data were used to select the
cutoff frequency of the filters. Good estimates of the Euler angles can be obtained using
simple gyroscopes, which are also small and light.
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Flight Tests
6.1 Chapter Overview
The nature of the PCUAV project, which emphasizes demonstrating the key technologies
of cooperative flying vehicles, is such that many flight demonstrations are required or
found necessary to prove the capabilities of the system. This introduces risks since each
flight comes with its crash probability. In addition, as the experiments increase in com-
plexity, the more avionics are needed on board. This increases the number of possible fail-
ure modes and worsens the consequences of crashing.
This chapter covers the PCUAV flight tests. It begins with a discussion of the objec-
tives, planning, and risk mitigation strategies. Next, it discusses ElectroMagnetic
Interference (EMI) and Radio Controlled component selection. Finally, flight test results
are presented.
6.2 Flight Tests Objectives and Planning
Two main objectives were the drivers for flight demonstrations:
*Demonstrate air rendezvous
*Demonstrate communication and video surveillance capabilities[6]
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The air rendezvous has been identified as the most important enabler of the PCUAV.
Consequently, the team efforts were focused on achieving reintegration of the Mini and
Parent.
Figure 6.1 presents the planning of the flight demonstrations. The top-level objectives
are broken down into the six branches listed below. The ATA is off-the-shelf whereas the
Mini and Parent vehicles are designed and constructed in-house and require significant
effort to replace. To minimize the risks of damaging the project's vehicles, Branches One,
Two, Three, and Six are performed with the Avionics Testbed Airplane (ATA).
1. Develop the ATA to the level of safety required to proceed with the avionics devel-
opment.
2. Demonstrate Phase I: The Mini and Parent vehicles fly from arbitrary points to a
desired position to engage Phase II of reintegration.
3. Demonstrate Phase II: The NGM or ATA approaches the Parent using the vision
based control system, tracking a red target located on the Parent.
4. Perform demonstrations which require the New Generation Mini (NGM).
5. Perform demonstrations which require the Parent Vehicle.
6. Perform Communication and Visual Surveillance.
These six branches are represented by grey and white shading in Figure 6.1. A discus-
sion of Plan A versus Plan B illustrated if Figure 6.1 is presented in page 97 following the
detailed description of the individual flight test objectives.
6.2.1 Individual flight test objectives
The six flight test branches are decomposed into smaller objectives achievable in a single
flight test. The details of the individual flight test objectives are presented below. Note
that the numbering is consistent with the six top-level objectives. Figure 6.1 displays these
objectives in the global scheme.
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1. ATA development
1.1. First flight: This test allows verification of the vehicle handling qualities and of
the reliability of RC components. Reliability of the RC components is key to the
safety of all subsequent avionics demonstrations with the ATA.
1.2. Pilot's training: The purpose of the subsequent flights is to increase the pilot's
experience with the airplane before flying with any avionics experiment. This step
must be repeated whenever a new pilot joins the project.
1.3. Safe mode and normal mode verification: While flying, the six-channel relay
switch (ref. Figure 4.3) is switch back and forth from normal mode to safety mode.
No jitter must be detected. This ensure safe operation before moving along with
more complex experiments.
2. Phase I development
2.1. GPS data acquisition: The intent of this test is to assess the quality of the GPS sys-
tem. Two main qualities are assessed: continuity and accuracy. Continuity indicates
how well the system can track the GPS satellites without loss of information. Accu-
racy is the resolution in position measurement that can be achieved. It will determine
how close the vehicles can fly to each other and at what range the Vision System has
to be engaged.
2.2. Transceivers test: The aiplane flies with a transceiver on board while a second
transceiver on the ground will perform the communication tests. Performance of the
transceivers is evaluated for range and bandwidth. The transceivers are required dur-
ing reintegration to ensure good coordination between the Parent and the Mini vehi-
cles.
2.3. First GPS autonomous flight: Longitude and latitude hold will be attempted using
the GPS data to verify the capability of autonomous flight using GPS data.
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2.4. Autonomous flight in circular pattern: The ATA will autonomomously fly in cir-
cular pattern using GPS data to verify the effect of wind on the controller. It will also
validate the controller for portions of Phase I when the vehicles fly on circular path.
2.5. DGPS data acquisition: The goal of this test is to evaluate the accuracy of the data
obtained by a DGPS method. It is expected to improve the accuracy of the system to
a level that allows the vehicles to fly safely at a distance of 10 m from each other.
2.6. Phase Ia demonstration: Using GPS data, the airplane will be taken from an arbi-
trary point and guided to a climb, a straight level flight, a turn of constant radius, and
a final stretch of steady level flight until it reaches a desired position approximately
30 m behind a point in the sky, which represents where the Parent Vehicle would be
if included in the demonstration.
2.7. First autonomous flight with DGPS: This test repeats 2.3 and 2.4, but uses DGPS
instead of GPS. Two transceivers and GPS receivers are used, one set in the ATA
and the other set can be located on the ground or in another airplane.
2.8. Demonstration of Phase Ib: This test uses a GPS receiver in the ATA and a second
one in the Parent or a surrogate of the Parent such as a van on a runway. The ATA
flies autonomously using the DGPS for relative position information safely
approaches the Parent or surrogate up to a distance of 10 m. This will verify the con-
troller for Phase lb.
2.9. Demonstration of Phase I: This test is performed using the ATA and the Parent
Vehicle to fly automously and to combine demonstration of Phases Ia and Ib.
3. Phase II development
3.1. Flight sensors data acquisition: This include multiple flights which will be per-
formed with the ATA. The purpose of these tests is to verify the quality of flight sen-
sor data. The maneuvers will depend on the type of sensor tested. All the data will be
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used to develop the best estimation of the state variables needed for the controller.
3.2. First autonomous flight: The ATA will autonomously track a bank angle com-
mand given by the co-pilot. The goal of this autonomous flight is to show the capa-
bility of the avionics to perform closed loop flight and to validate the design of the
inner loop of the controller [3].
3.3. Images acquision: The ATA will fly above the Parent or a surrogate of the Parent
such as a van on the runway and will capture digital images from the red target on
top of the Parent. The purpose of this test is to verify the initial detection of the target
by the Vision System before engaging the vision based controllers.
3.4. Position Hold: The ATA will fly behind the red target and hold a desired position.
The target will be located on the Parent or a surrogate. The intent of this test is to
validate the vision based controller. At first simple tests such as lateral position hold
will be performed. These will be followed by individual tests of vertical and longitu-
dinal hold, and in a last step control of the three axes will be combined.
3.5. Approaching the target: The last step of Phase II that will be demonstrated using
the ATA is to validate approach of the vehicle to 10 m within to 2 m of the red tar-
get. Subsequent testing will require the NGM and its pusher configuration.
4. NGM flight tests
4.1. First flight of NGM: The first test of the NGM will verify its handling qualities
and the reliability of its RC components. The efficiency of the sideways control sur-
face, which is unique to the NGM, will be evaluated.
4.2. Pilot training: Subsequent flight with the NGM will allow the pilot to gain suffi-
cient skill and confidence with the vehicle.
4.3. First autonomous flight using the NGM: The goal of this test is to verify the avi-
onics. At this point in time, all the avionics have been developed with the ATA and
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are ready to be transitioned to the NGM. Flight such as the bank hold performed in
test 3.2. with the ATA will be made to verify the NGM controller and avionics.
4.4. NGM specific avionics verification: The goal of this test is to validate controller
aspects that could not be tested with the ATA, such as the position hold using the
vertical control surface. Similar approach to test 3.4. will be used.
4.5. Physical contact with the van: The purpose of this test is to demonstrate the capa-
bility of the airplane to dock with a surrogate of the Parent. A minivan on a runway
is used as the Parent surrogate. The trajectories of the vehicle and the minivan is
illustrated in Figure 3.22.
5. Parent Vehicle flight tests
5.1. First flight: The test will validate the handling quality of the OHS design. This is
an important test since the team does not have any direct experience with the OHS
configuration. The stability of the airplane with its center of gravity located at 60%
of the chord will be validated.
5.2. Flight with the Mini Parent Integration Mechanism (MPIM): The purpose of this
test is to verify the handling quality of the Parent vehicle flying with the MPIM. The
additional drag and pitching moment caused by the MPIM is suspected to affect the
behavior of the Parent Vehicle.
5.3. First autonomous flight of the Parent: After the airframe and aerodynamics have
been verified, the goal of this test is to perform the first autonomous flights of the
Parent. The vehicle will fly in a circular pattern using GPS data.
5.4. Phase I demonstration for the Parent: The OHS vehicle will fly in circular pattern
like in test 5.3. adding synchronization as required in Phase I. This will validate the
controller of the Parent for Phase I.
6. Communication and Video Surveillance
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This branch is very important in demonstrating the capability of communicating
between the different vehicles using a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN). This com-
munication network will allow cooperative action between the vehicles.
6.1. Video surveillance with two nodes: The ATA will fly and capture digital images
with its onboard camera and framegragbber. The images will be transmitted to a
ground station using the WLAN. The intent of this test is to verify data transmission
between a moving airplane and a ground station using the WLAN.
6.2. Images retransmission with three nodes: The goal of this test is to validate the
communication between three nodes: a sensor on the ground, a flying airplane and a
ground station. As illustrated in Figure 6.2, it will demonstrate the ability to transmit
images from node A to B to C, and also transmit commands from node C to B to A.
WLAN link
Ground
camera
Node A
(1-'
Ground
station
Node C
W,
Figure 6.2 Two-way Communication Test
6.3. Surveillance with multiple video sources: The test is similar to 6.2., except that
digital images from the camera onboard the ATA are added to the data stream. This
is a major step toward the objective architecture where two Minis will transmit their
video data through the Parent. The purpose of this test is to evaluate the bandwidth
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and transmit data from two video sources
6.4. Combining GPS data with images: The objective Mini will track an object on the
ground using GPS data. The objective of this test is to verify the software which
combines GPS information with the video data.
6.5. Costruction of a mosaic: The airplane will fly at relatively high altitude and slow
speed, doing a survey of the area and taking overlapping pictures. The goal of this
last test is to construct a mosaic from a survey of a region. This will enhance the
close-up observation capability of vehicle by providing high resolution imaging of a
wide area. An electronic device provided by Draper Laboratory combines video pic-
tures from the survey into a mosaic.
Plan A vs. Plan B
Shown in Figure 6.1 are two different strategies to achieve the demonstration of reinte-
gration. Plan A was the path followed by the project from September 1999 to June 2001.
In Plan A, the Vision and GPS navigation systems are developed in parallel. The vision
test is validated using a van on a runway as a surrogate for the Parent. When the GPS sys-
tem is ready and Phase I has been demonstrated, the two systems are combined to perform
the full demonstration of air-rendezvous.
Plan B was adopted in June 2001. It does not include validation of the Vision System
using a minivan on the runway. All of the tests are performed using flying vehicles. There-
fore, to allow development of Phase II, the Mini and Parent vehicles must autonomously
fly sufficiently close to each other. This requires that Phase I is completed before proceed-
ing with Phase II development, as opposed to performing both tasks in parallel for Plan A.
Plan B was adopted after a few tests with the ATA and the van on the runway. These tests
were judged too difficult and too risky due to the proximity of the airplane to the ground.
6.3 Safety: Risk and Time Management
In order to achieve the project's goals while minimizing the risk of crashing, a trade-off
must be made between making as few flights as possible and breaking down the objectives
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into small pieces. It is good safety practice to break the objectives down and validate the
avionics piece by piece. However, it is also good practice to minimize the number of tests
since each flight presents a potential risk of crashing the airplane. The flight plan pre-
sented in Figure 6.1 was developed and evolved keeping this trade-off in mind.
Logistics play a key role in the performance of flight tests. In order to perform a test,
there must be little or no rain and less than ten knots of wind. In addition, the pilot must be
available and the team must have access to a paved runway and vehicles to transport the
airplane and staff. Sometimes, there lies a considerable amount of paperwork behind these
simple requirements.
ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI) also plays a key role in the feasibility and safety
of flight tests. It is believed to be the cause of the crash the project suffered at Hanscom
Airbase in August 2000. This section contains a discussion of EMI problems in small
autonomous vehicles.
Safety features were implemented on the airplane avionics to minimize the risk of
crashing. First, the six-channel relay switch allows selection between the 'normal' mode
and the 'safe' mode. Figure 4.3 illustrates the flow of information depending on the
selected mode. In the normal mode all components are included in the loop, whereas the
safe mode puts the airplane in an RC configuration with only receiver and servos.
Second, the dimensions of the Parent vehicle can make the avionics sensitive to EMI.
The servo wires that are required to run from the center fuselage to the tail section are very
long. These wires can act as antennas. On the OHS, the RC avionics were divided in three
parts: Left and right wingtip, and fuselage. In each part there was a receiver, a battery and
all the corresponding servos. All these receivers are tuned to the pilot's transmitter fre-
quency. This helped reduced the wire length from 14 feet to 6 feet, reducing their sensitiv-
ity to EMI.
Third, EMI can decrease the RC signal to noise ratio, which can result in a crash. The
flight test program was delayed for two months in Fall 2000 when severe interference
caused the ATA to be grounded until a solution was found. Section 6.3.1 discusses differ-
ent options that were investigated to protect the avionics against EMI.
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Fourth, the role of the ATA is very important for timely execution of the project. It
allowed the development of the avionics to the point that they are ready to be integrated
into the NGM and OHS vehicles. Its use does not prevent crashes but it certainly mini-
mizes the damage and corresponding setbacks in time the project must suffer in the event
of crashes.
There are other factors that are not part of the design, but do affect the decision to per-
form a test on a particular day. Wind speeds above ten knots should be avoided. The pilot
must be experienced and skilled in operation of the aircraft. Most importantly, adequate
preparation for the test is essential. Being ready implies a practice run of the experiment
one or two days before the actual flight. This saves a lot of time on the field and also helps
to detect problems before they happen in flight. The consequences of a crash are severe;
consequently, it is worth taking extra time being cautious and verifying that everything
works as expected beforehand.
6.3.1 ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI)
One of the most common problems for small UAVs is the susceptivity to EMI. The most
critical system on the airplane is the Radio Controlled System (RC receiver and servos),
since any other system can fail without compromising the safety of the mission. A failure
of the RC system will usually result in a crash.
It is essential to perform a range check before every flight session. The pilot folds
down the antenna of the RC transmitter and moves away from the airplane, which should
have all its systems powered on. The range is measured when the signal to noise ratio
becomes too low and causes the system to fail. Failure is detected when there is jittering of
the control surfaces in the case of FM systems. In the case of PCM systems, the pilot must
constantly sweep a control surface from one side to the other and the system fails when the
surface stops moving. More details about FM and PCM systems are given in Section
6.3.4. A range of at least 30 feet is recommended for this check.
6.3.2 Sources of EMI on the Avionics Testbed Airplane
Any transmitting device is a possible source of noise. For the ATA, two RC transmitters
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and a transceiver are used. One RC transmitter is used by the pilot and the other by the co-
pilot. The transceiver is used to transmit navigation information between airplanes.
The testing environment may contain a source of EMI. For example, when testing
around an operating airport, signal from a radar used on the site may interfere with the RC
signal.
Any avionics component may also be a source of noise. The ground connection propa-
gates any noise to the entire avionics system. Any wire may act as an antenna and transmit
electric noise to cause EMI.
6.3.3 Investigated Solutions to EMI Problem
Sources of EMI are difficult to identify, which makes the problem arduous and sometimes
frustrating to solve. The team consulted many experienced avionics designers to help in
the task, however, there is no systematic method guaranteed to work.
Investigated solutions to solve the EMI problem on the ATA are:
* Remove any ground loop
* Use capacitors on the power supply
* Use an aluminum box around the flight computer.
* Assess the quality of the PW signal sent to the servos; if pulses are sharp and noise
level is low. If required insert small capacitors to improve the signal quality.
* Reduce the number and length of wires.
* Try PCM and FM Radio Controlled receivers.
* Use shielded cable as much as possible.
All these solutions were implemented but it did not reduce the sensitivity to EMI sig-
nificantly. During a one-by-one inspection of components, the noise level of specific com-
ponents could be reduced. However, after reassembling the avionics with the newly
improved component, the EMI situation remained the same.
After moving the RC receivers to different locations in the airplane, it was deduced
that the flight computer was the main source of noise. This is because the computer is the
component that dissipates the largest amount of power by far. The team realized that the
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factor that had most effect on EMI was the distance between the computer and the RC
receivers.
Increasing the distance between the flight computer and the RC receivers improved
the situation but did not completely remove the problem. The range check had improved
from 10 feet to 25-30 feet. EMI was minimized but still represented a potential risk of
crashing.
It was decided to add a safety feature: the capability to turn the computer on and off
remotely from the ground. This is in addition to the safe mode implemented using the six-
channel relay switch. Even in the safe mode configuration of the switch, the EMI from the
computer still affected the RC receivers. Turning the computer off from the ground elimi-
nates the main source of noise instantaneously. Section 4.3.1.2 presents more details about
this safety feature.
6.3.4 Recommendation on Radio Control Components
Appropriate choice of RC components and experience with them are important aspects for
the safety of the experiments. Safe and reliable airplanes are required to demonstrate com-
plex equipment. This section addresses the selection and use of RC components that are
considered important for safety.
Engine fuel mixture adjustment: If the fuel mixture is too rich, the engine may lack
power and the airplane may crash during takeoff. If it is too lean, the engine may get too
hot and abruptly stop after running for a few minutes. The safest fuel mix is a little more
rich than the maximum power adjustment.
An appropriate choice of propeller for the engine use can provide the required thrust
for takeoff.
A maximum wing loading of around 20 oz. per square feet is good. Experience has
shown that 30 oz. per square feet is too high and increases the risk of crash during takeoff
and landing.
The choice of PCM or FM systems is important for sensitivity to EMI. There are
advantages and disadvantages to each option. First, after both options were tested for
range, both PCM and FM achieved the same range. The difference is the effect of signal
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loss. For an FM system, EMI will result in servo jittering. A PCM system will apply its
predetermined setting when detecting a signal loss. These settings keep the last valid posi-
tion before the signal was lost or send the servo to a preset deflection. EMI is easier to
detect in an FM system because of the jitter. Since both FM and PCM achieve the same
range, FM is better when considering the following scenario: If the airplane moves away
from the pilot when the signal is overwhelmed by noise, despite some jitter of the controls,
the pilot may still be able to control the airplane and bring it within safe range. In the same
situation with a PCM system, the airplane would continue on its course, away from the
pilot, and the EMI will get worse. In general, for proportional commands such as control
surface position, jittering around the desired position is better than a lock of the command,
and therefore, the FM option is better. However, the ATA avionics include many relays
controlled by the RC receivers. Relays are susceptible to jitter. Rapid opening and closing
of relay contacts induces electrical impulses in the system, worsening the EMI. For this
reason, PCM was selected for PCUAV system.
Connectors and soldered connections used on the airplane are often the source of prob-
lems. It is important that every solder joint and connection made in the airplane will resist
the high-vibration environment. The number of soldered connections in this type of exper-
imental project makes the risk of one of them failing substantial.
6.4 Flight Tests Accomplished
This section presents the flights performed to date, to achieve the planned objectives pre-
sented in Section 6.2. A general discussion of the project progress through flight tests is
followed by a detailed discussion of the tests performed for each of the six flight test
branches:
1. ATA development
2. Phase I
3. Phase II
4. Demonstrations using the NGM.
5. Demonstrations using the Parent Vehicle.
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6. Communication and Visual Surveillance.
Figure 6.3 presents the completion of the project objectives in a format and numbering
consistent with the planning done in Section 6.2. The shading of the boxes represents
objectives that are completed at the time of writing this thesis. The bold outline of tests 3.4
and 6.1 indicates that important difficulties were encountered, which prevented further
progress in their branch and deferred the accomplishment of these objectives. Enveloped
by the dotted line, lie the objectives of Year Two. During Year Three, demonstration of
Phase I using GPS was added.
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Figure 6.4 illustrates how the demonstration effort was spread over Year Two and
Year Three. The time spent for the completion of a specific objective is presented by the
length of the bar and the completion date is where the bar ends. The three crashes the
project suffered are presented by a broken airplane icon. They will be detailed in the next
section.
Figure 6.4 Flight Tests Efforts and Results for 1999-2001
6.4.1 Flight Tests Branches Results
The flight tests results are presented in this section, grouped by Branches One to Six.
1. ATA development
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The demonstration of the first branch was completed in July 2000. According to the
pilot, the ATA flies like a trainer and is very easy to handle. Two pounds of payload
weight, simulating the avionics weight, improved the airplane's stability and resistance to
gust. Finally, the six-channel relay switch was successfully tested, allowing safe develop-
ment of the avionics.
2. Phase I
The transceivers were tested to ensure that they could provide continuous communica-
tion and sufficient range for the PCUAV operation. The range achieved was only 250 m
compared to the 11 km advertised by the company. 250 m is the maximum range using
omnidirectional antennas and is too small for the completion of Phase I. Different anten-
nas will be used to increase the range.
GPS data that were acquired in flight were smooth and continuous. Flights were done
with two GPS receivers on board the ATA. The maximum difference in position between
the two receivers was 3 m for in-plane position and 6 m for the altitude. Since the data
were smooth, they were judged safe to attempt the first autonomous flight with GPS data.
The GPS implementation is being studied by Damien Jourdan and Richard Poutrel.
The first attempt to perform autonomous flight showed instability and revealed the
significant lag in the data from the GPS receivers. It is estimated that the raw data from the
GPS are processed with a low-pass filter with a 10 seconds time constant. This made the
data unusable as is since the airplane controller samples at a rate of 40 Hz. At the time of
writing, the team is investigating solutions to the lag problem.
3. Phase II
The first step accomplished toward the demonstration of Phase II was a series of
flights to collect data from the flight sensors. These data are used to characterize the sen-
sors for accuracy, drift, noise, sensitivity and repeatability. For example, the flight tests
results were used to develop the attitude estimation as presented in Chapter 5.
A first autonomous flight was attempted in November 2000. This test was delayed
because of the sensitivity of the avionics to EMI. Two months were spent to find the solu-
tion to the problem. The test consisted of the airplane following the bank angle command
given by the co-pilot. Figure 6.5 presents the flight data recorded for one of these flights.
The flight was smooth despite the wind gusts experienced that day. The bottom graph pre-
sents the control efforts of the ailerons and the rudder. It shows unceasing compensation of
the aileron to stabilize the airplane in the gusty environment, which demonstrates the per-
formance of the control system. This was a major milestone in the project since it demon-
strated the capability of the avionics architecture to perform autonomous flight. On this
foundation, other pieces of avionics and flight software can be added.
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Figure 6.5 Bank Hold Result
A test with the Vision System to acquire a red target located on top of a minivan run-
ning on a runway was attempted. A first crashed prevented completion of the test at
Hanscom Airbase in September 2000. It is believed that a nearby operative radar caused
the interference with the RC system.
A test to engage the controller so that the ATA uses its Vision System to track and fol-
low the van on the runway was attempted multiple times. Unfortunately, the weather was
often rainy or windy and prevented flying. Nine months later, a second crash due to a stall
during takeoff delayed the project. After this crash, a second version of the ATA was built
with a smaller wing loading, as presented in Section 3.4. After a few more attempts with
the trainer airplane it was decided to abandon testing with the van on the runway and use
the actual Parent Vehicle instead.
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Section 6.4: Flight Tests Accomplished
4. Demonstration using the NGM
The NGM took its first flight in October 2000. According to the pilot, the NGM han-
dles well and its inertia confers a good robustness to wind gusts. The vertical control sur-
face was tested and the lateral displacement response observed was relatively small, as
predicted by the model. At the time of writing a new version of the NGM is being built to
achieve a smaller wing loading. The Mini is also waiting for the completion of avionics
development using the ATA, after which all the avionics will be transitioned to the NGM.
5. Demonstration using the OHS Parent
The OHS made its first flight in May 2001. The pitch stability of the airplane with its
center of gravity located at 55% of the chord was verified. Jason Mukherjee, who worked
on OHS design at niversity of Calgary, informed the PCUAV team of the possible high
pitch sensitivity during rotation at takeoff. As preventive actions, exponential control was
used on the elevator and the total throw was reduced. Exponential control is a commonly
available option on RC transmitters and allow an exponential deflection of a control sur-
face with respect to the pilot's command. Eventually, the takeoff proved to be easy and the
Parent performed two perfect flights that day.
The Mini Parent Integration Mechanism (MPIM) was mounted on the Parent for flight
tests. Figure 6.6 shows the airplane in flight during that test. The predicted drag increase
was 25% and the predicted elevator trim was two degrees nose down. This elevator trim
proved to be accurate since the pilot did not need additional trim. The drag effect of the
MPIM was more than expected. The pilot had to open the throttle completely for the
whole duration of the flight. Since the Parent without the MPIM requires 75% of full
throttle it was determined that the OHS needs a bigger engine.
Figure 6.6 OHS Parent Flying with MPIM
6. Communication and Video Surveillance
In an attempt to perform the first communication flight, a third crash happened at
Medfield RC field in June 2000. The cause of the crash was determined to be a too rich
fuel mixture for the engine which led to a crash into the marshes. The avionics were
destroyed when the airplane was flooded with water.
The new avionics was more sensitive to vibrations. The high-vibration environment in
the airplane delayed the testing of this branch for several months because it affected the
flight computer stack and damaged the Linux installation on the hard drive. The solution
was the use of a flash memory drive and the test was successfully completed in June 2001.
Superb aerial images from Medfield were taken and the WLAN provided a continuous
link throughout the test.
The next test was done at Fort Devens airbase and demonstrated the communication
capabilities between three nodes and retransmission of two-way information traffic. This
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test was also a complete success thanks to the hard work of Alexander Omelchenko, who
developed all the avionics and software for Communication and Video Surveillance [6].
6.5 Summary
This chapter presented the flight test of the PCUAV project. Careful planning minimized
the risk of crashing and the time needed to complete the experiments. The objectives were
broken down into smaller objectives and six distinct branches of testing were identified:
Development of the ATA, Phase I demonstration, Phase II demonstration, NGM tests,
OHS Parent tests, and Communication and Video Surveillance. The risks incurred during
flight tests were discussed. EMI emerged as a severe problem, and required much investi-
gation and redesign. Safety features were added to the avionics. Recommendations for RC
component selection were made. Finally the flight test results were presented in the gen-
eral frame and then for each of the flight test branches. The major milestones reached by
the project towards demonstration of the final project objectives were discussed.
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Conclusion
This thesis presented an overview of the PUCAV project, as well as key aspects of the
individual vehicle designs. First, the mission requirements and high-level system design
were reviewed. The remainder of the thesis discussed the design and development of the
different PCUAV aircraft. An in-depth description of the aerodynamic, structural and avi-
onics aspects of each aircraft was provided. Of particular interest was the development of
attitude estimates using small low cost rate-gyros. The thesis concluded with the result of
flight testing along with plans for future flight tests.
7.1 Achievements
The development of specialized aircraft is key to the success of the PCUAV project. For
example, the Mini Vehicle demonstrates a unique configuration with its "direct side and
lift force" control surfaces, reintegration probe, and pusher propulsion system. It was
designed and built by the team, and its handling qualities were demonstrated in flight tests
in October 2000. In a parallel development the OHS configuration was selected for the
Parent Vehicle. Its design provides an unobstructed center section for Mini reintegration
purposes, minimizing inter-vehicle aerodynamic interaction and the risk of vehicle colli-
sion. The aerodynamic and structural properties of the OHS configuration are unique and
required careful study. Subsequently, the Parent was constructed and made its first flight in
April 2001. Also, an off-the-shelf RC airplane was modified and used as the project's Avi-
onics Testbed Airplane. It was used extensively to perform flight experiments with various
sensors, GPS data acquisition, communication, video surveillance, auto-pilot verification,
safety feature validation, and vision system target acquisition.
Each aircraft's flight requirements resulted in flow down requirements for avionics
architectures. The ATA avionics architecture was implemented and verified piece by piece
during flight tests. The architecture was verified as a whole during autonomous flights in
October 2000. These flights also validated the flight software and the controller designs,
both developed by Sanghyuk Park [3].
Estimation of the airplane's attitude was implemented using a complementary filter
design. Low-cost ceramic rate gyroscopes were employed to provide angular rate mea-
surements. Attitude estimation through integration of rate-gyro measurements results in
low frequency drift. The complementary filter minimizes this effect to provide accurate
measurements. The estimation of the airplane's attitude was validated during autonomous
flights in October 2000.
Finally, flight tests were planned to minimize the risk of crashing and to validate the
project goals in a minimum number of steps. The author's previous experience with avion-
ics and RC airplanes was a great help in successfully accomplishing these tests. At the
time of this writing, the demonstration of reintegration had not yet been performed since
the development of the avionics and flight code is an ongoing process. However, success-
ful intermediate goals have been achieved including first flights of the Mini and the Par-
ent, sensor data acquisition, communication system validation, video surveillance
demonstration, GPS data acquisition, and autonomous flight.
7.2 Lessons Learned and Recommendations
The design of the Mini Vehicle has been tested without revealing any major flaws. The
mini's pusher configuration complicates the process of balancing its center of gravity at
25% of the wing's chord, since the relatively heavy engine is mounted behind the wing.
This necessitated rigorous weight management during the design build and testing phases
of the vehicle's evolution.
The Parent Vehicle was designed to fly with its center of gravity at 60% of the wing's
chord. Normally, one might doubt the stability of an airplane with its CG this far aft. How-
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ever, aerodynamic study confirmed that the improved efficiency of the horizontal tail sur-
faces in this aft CG location, confer the enhanced stability of the OHS configuration. In
addition, the study revealed that the OHS with this CG configuration results in approxi-
mately 10% improvement in the lift-to-drag ratio over standard configurations. Flight tests
confirmed the enhanced stability of the configuration. The key structural aspect of the
design is the high torsional stiffness required for the wing. Therefore, despite initial appre-
hension about the stability of the airplane, the OHS design emerged as a stable and effi-
cient design for the Parent Vehicle.
During flight tests, two important safety issues arose. First, electromagnetic interfer-
ence (EMI) proved to be a major problem. The greatest potential risk is the loss of the RC
signal because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. The many electronic components onboard
are confined within a small payload bay and are likely to interfere with each other. The
most significant source of noise is the flight computer. For the ATA, many schemes were
investigated to minimize susceptibility to EMI. The most promising results were attained
by increasing the distance between the RC receivers and the flight computer.
When a system's sensitivity to EMI is problematic, the biggest difficulty often lies in
locating the source of the interference. The development of a systematic method to iden-
tify the source, using specialized diagnostic tools is recommended
The second safety issue was excessive weight causing crashes during takeoff and land-
ing. A wing loading between 20 and 25 oz/in2 is recommended for airplanes of the size
employed by the PCUAV project.
Since the author was not experienced with avionics when he joined the PCUAV
project, he was not acquainted with the importance of sensor selection. During the realiza-
tion of a small UAV, different sensors are developed and implemented such as gyro-
scopes, CCD arrays, and GPS receivers. Experience shows that the progress of the project
will often be impeded and often objectives will not be reached due to sensor inadequacies
such as drift, lag, low resolution, and range limitations. The author therefore recommends
spending significant time and effort researching sensors prior to their selection. Discus-
sion with experienced avionics designers is as important as information gathering from
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sources such as the Internet. The additional time spent is worthwhile when compared to
mid-stage development delays, and is crucial to the timely achievement of project goals.
7.3 Project Team Synergy
The author was appointed as the team leader for the third year of the project and as a result
of this experience would like to make the following recommendations. Successful team-
work requires proper scheduling of work and objectives, and work distribution amongst
the team members. Furthermore, the capabilities and interests of each team member are
important to the success of the group. Both of these aspects are well known and taught in
management classes.
However, in the author's experience, there are additional facets affecting team work
which are not taught in management or systems classes. The author believes these to be
more important to team productivity than the aspects listed above. These factors include
the motivation of each team member, a shared enthusiasm about the project, cohesion
within the team, and friendship. As individuals, team members should show initiative and
be inclined to work with a group on a project. Together these factors greatly improves the
efficiency of a team, and gives meaning to the saying: "Through teamwork, every individ-
ual achieves more."
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B
Calculation of Parent Structure
B.1 Chapter Overview
This appendix presents the calculation for the airfoil and wing construction inertia
properties, graphs of the loads and stresses in the different material.
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Appendix
C
Wind Tunnel Testing of Mini
Vehicle
C.1 Appendix Overview
This appendix presents the most important control and stability derivatives.
Details of the wind tunnel data files
parameters (if not mentioned,
file sweep type other parameters are zero)
a001.xls alpha
a002.xls beta alpha=0,
b012.xls beta alpha=4,
a004.xls beta alpha=8,
a005.xls elevator alpha=0, beta=0
a006.xls elevator alpha=4, beta=0
a007.xls elevator alpha=8, beta=0
a008.xls elevator alpha=6, beta=0
a009.xls right aileron alpha=6, beta=0
a010.xls right aileron alpha=2, beta=0
a0l 11.xls right aileron alpha=6, beta=4
a012.xls right aileron alpha=6, beta=8
b001.xls alpha
b002.xls left aileron alpha=6, beta=0
b003.xls left aileron alpha=6, beta=4
b004.xls rudder alpha=6, beta=0
b005.xls rudder alpha=2, beta=0
b006.xls rudder alpha=6, beta=4
b007.xls rudder alpha=6, beta=8
b008.xls vertical CS alpha=6, beta=0
b009.xls vertical CS alpha=2, beta=0
b010.xls vertical CS alpha=6, beta=4
b011.xls vertical CS alpha=6, beta=8
b013.xls beta alpha=4, right aileron=+10
b014.xls alpha
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D
MP1000 details.
D.1 Sample code
In case others would use the MP1000 or SBC2000-74 for the same type of application,
this is the flight code for MP1000#1 for the position hold flight test. It controls the both
ailerons and the rudder
REM Program to develop RS232 interface between MP1000 and PC104
EM MP1000#1 (lateral)
CONSTANT CRLF
CONSTANT TAB
CONSTANT CRF
AS STRING
AS STRING
AS STRING
= "\010\013"
= "\009"
= "\013"
REM ******* Variable to change for calibration
CONSTANT CHlrange AS INTEGER =175
CONSTANT CH2range AS INTEGER =185
CONSTANT CH3range AS INTEGER =-160
REM ******* Variable to change for calibration
REM CH1-->Laileron CH2-->Raileron
REM min-->-15 degree max-->+15 degree
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
GLOBAL
CH3-->Rudder
temp AS INTEGER, toto AS BYTE
dt AS INTEGER, dtms AS FLOAT,dt2 AS INTEGER, dtms2 AS FLOAT
interrupt_enable AS BIT = 11,7
CH1 AS BYTE, CH2 AS BYTE, CH3 AS BYTE
CHl_trim AS INTEGER, CH2_trim AS INTEGER, CH3_trim AS INTEGER
CHl_int AS INTEGER,CH2_int AS INTEGER,CH3_int AS INTEGER
CHlmin AS INTEGER,CH2min AS INTEGER,CH3min AS INTEGER
CHlmax AS INTEGER,CH2max AS INTEGER,CH3max AS INTEGER
PIC AS BIT, flip_flop AS BYTE
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GLOBAL Ser_in AS BYTE, nin AS BYTE
VITAL SUBROUTINE Get_pcl04_control(portnumber AS INTEGER)
Ser_in=INKEY ()
SELECT Ser_in
CASE 0
PIC= 1
nin=3
CASE 1
PIC= 0
nin=0
CASE ELSE
SELECT nin
CASE 0
CH1=Ser_in
CASE 1
CH2=Ser_in
CASE 2
CH3=Ser_in
ENDSELECT
nin=nin+l
ENDSELECT
END
SUBROUTINE clear_inkey()
DO
REM clear any char from currently PIPEd port
LOOP UNTIL INKEY() = -1
END
SUBROUTINE Initialize(
clear_inkey ()
dtms=25.0:
dtms2=14.0:
CH1=128:
CHl1trim=425
CH2_trim=425
CH3_trim=425
nin=0
flipflop=0
PIC=1
END
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dt=dtms*32.767
dt2=dtms2*32.767
CH2=128: CH3=128
SUBROUTINE Delai(D_T AS INTEGER)
REM chronometre a 0.84 ms
LOCAL exit_cond AS BYTE
exitcond=0
DO
temp=DPEEK(14)
IF (temp+32768) > D T
exit_cond=l
ENDIF
LOOP UNTIL exit cond
DPOKE (14,-32768)
END
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SUBROUTINE Command_servos(pwl AS INTEGER,pw2 AS INTEGER,pw3 AS INTEGER)
PULSE HI(8,0,CHl_int) :REM channel 1
PULSE HI(8,1,CH2_int) :REM channel 2
PULSE HI(8,2,CH3_int) :REM channel 3
END
SUBROUTINE Command_servos_cpu(pwl AS BYTE,pw2 AS BYTE,pw3 AS BYTe)
PULSE HI(8,0, (pwl-2)/253.0*(CHlmax-CHlmin)+CHlmin)
channel 1
PULSE HI(8,1, (pw2-2)/253.0*(CH2max-CH2min)+CH2min)
channel 2
PULSE_HI(8,2, (pw3-2)/253.0*(CH3max-CH3min)+CH3min)
channel 3
END
SUBROUTINE Read_Receiver()
SELECT flipflop
CASE 0
CHl_int = TIMEHI(6,1)
CH3_int = TIME_HI(6,3)
CASE 1
CH2_int = TIME_HI(6,2)
ENDSELECT
flip_flop=flip_flop+l
IF flip_flop >1
flip_flop=0
ENDIF
END
SUBROUTINE Define_bound()
CHlmin=CHl_int-CHlrange/2
CHlmax=CHl_int+CHlrange/2
CH2min=CH2_int-CH2range/2
CH2max=CH2_int+CH2range/2
CH3min=CH3_int-CH3range/2
CH3max=CH3_int+CH3range/2
END
SUBROUTINE Trim_values()
Read_Receiver()
ReadReceiver()
Define_bound ()
CH2=(CH2_int-CH2min)/((CH2max-CH2min)*1.0)*253+2
CH1=(CHl_int-CHlmin)/((CHlmax-CHlmin)*1.0)*253+2
CH3=(CH3_int-CH3min)/((CH3max-CH3min) *1.0)*253+2
CH1 trim=CHlint
CH2_trim=CH2_int
CH3_trim=CH3_int
END
REM **********main**************
:REM channel 1
:REM channel 3
:REM channel 2
:REM convert to byte
:REM before sending to PC104
:REM 0 and 1 are reserved
PIPE PRINT COMM1
PIPE INPUT COMM1
ON COM1 Get_pc104_control
SET COM1 TO 1
:REM
:REM
:REM
· I
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Read_Receiver()
Initialize()
DO
IF PIC
DO
DPOKE (14,-32768)
ReadReceiver()
Command_servos(CHl_int,CH2_int,CH3_int)
Delai(dt2)
LOOP UNTIL PIC=O
ELSE
Trim_values()
DO
DO
REM wait to have 3 inputs
LOOP UNTIL nin>2
DPOKE (14,-32768)
Command_servoscpu (CHl,C CH3)
nin=0
LOOP UNTIL PIC
ENDIF
LOOP UNTIL 0
· ·
_ _
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E
Complementary Filters Design:
Flight Tests Results
E.1 Chapter Overview
This appendix presents result of the flight test that were done to design the estimation
approach using complementary filter. These flight tests were data acquisition tests, having
the flight computer onboard and all the flight sensors being sampled by a data board. The
ATA performed the tests and the pilot was in control all the time. He was doing maneu-
vers that could be compared with the flight data in the lab when analyzing the data.
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Appendix
F
Planning of the PCUAV Project:
Schedules
F.1 Appendix Overview
This Appendix presents the schedule that were use to plan the work and the objectives.
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Appendix
Flight Test Results Complements
G.1 Chapter Overview
In this appendix is presented all the diagrams, picture and other results to complement the
section 6.4.
electrical
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Figure G. 1 Avionics Diagram for the Bank Hold Flight.
Appendix G: Flight Test Results Complements
Figure G.2 NGM First Takeoff
Figure G.3 OHS Parent during Takeoff
Aopendix G: Flight Test Results Complements
Figure G.4 Parent Vehicle with MPIM on Runway
Figure G.5 Parent Vehicle Outside Aero/Astro Van
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Appendix G: Flight Test Results Complements
Figure G.6 ATA during flight tests
Figure G.7 OHS Parent on the runway at Fort Devens
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Appendix
H
Avionics Diagram
H.1 Chapter Overview
In this appendix is presented all the diagrams, picture and other results as complements to
the section 6.4.
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Figure H.1 Avionics Diagram for analog conditioning board.
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Figure H.2 Analog conditionting board (part A)
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Figure H.3 Analog conditionting board (part B)
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Appendix H: Avionics Diagram
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